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Big Head Todd and the Monsters Appearing in Gaston
GPB was able to break even on the

By Micah Sachs

Students

HOY A Staff Writer

Big Head Todd and the Monsters, a
rock band out of Colorado whose third
album, “Sister Sweetly” (1993), went
gold, is scheduled to give a concert in

Speech Highlights
Plight of Middle Class

Gaston Hall on Nov. 6, the second major

Cw

band to do so this semester.
The show will be sponsored by the
Georgetown Program Board, which was
also responsible for bringing the Freddy
Jones Band to campus last month.
“This is the biggest show we’ve had
on campus ... for the past two and a half
years and it shows that GPB is capable of
bringing quality music acts to campus,”

By Alanna M. Stack
Special to The HOYA

The middle class makes public offi“—

cials the objects of their frustration, said

former Governor of Massachusetts and
1988 Democratic Presidential Candidate
Michael S. Dukakis, who spoke about
the difficulties of the working class in a
speech yesterday in the ICC Auditorium.

said Neale Fisher (COL 99), chair of the

GPB Concert Committee.
Fisher said that few nationally recognized bands have come to campus in past
years because GPB has not received
enough funding from the university.
“Despite budgetary constraints and
no concert-oriented professional working for the university, GPB is doing its
best to bring concerts back to campus,”
Fisher said.
“Another difficulty with getting bands
to play at Georgetown is the lack of a
large enough venue,” Fisher said.
“McDonough was used a few years back

“They took it out on Bush in ‘92, and

the Democratic Congress in ’94,”
Dukakis explained. He added that he
believes politicians think seriously about
the problems affecting this portion of the
population.
“If you were to ask me what I thought
was the most important challenge facing
us in the context of this post-Cold War
era, | would say without hesitating that it
is what has been happening to the working-class people and their families over
the course of the past 15 to 20 years,”
Dukakis said.
According to Dukakis, the distribu-

Loe

tion of wealth in the United States is of

utmost importance. He said all the income growth in the past 15 to 20 years
has occurred in the wealthiest 20 percent
ofthe population, giving the United States
the undesired distinction of having the
greatest gap between rich and poor among
all the advanced nations. “We laugh about the fact that in 1570
the average CEO in this country made
about 37to 38 timesthe average worker’s
wage,” he said, “And today an average
CEO makes 185 times the wage of the
average worker.”
The cost of education adds to the pervasive sense of economic insecurity that
Dukakis said was affecting the working
class. “When I was going to college, it
me

$1,200

for room,

board

and

tuition at Swarthmore. Today it costs
$29,000 to send a kid to Swarthmore,”
he said, adding that ifthe original cost for
theroom and tuition had simply increased
by the inflation rate, it might be around
$8,000.
Dukakis also outlined the action that
he believes the government should take
to improve the lives of middle-class
Americans. He suggested that Congress

for Blues Traveler, but that show

By W. Carter Gremp
HOY A Staff Writer

Approximately 15 students from Georgetown and about 40 George Washington University students headed for City
Hall Tuesday at noon to protest the new
parking legislation that would force students to register their cars in the District,

as well as the proposed housing overlay.
The parking legislation became effectiveatnoon that day. The proposed housing overlay would decrease the amount
of unrelated residents in a house from six
Foxhall

and
5

“This [rally] sends the city government a message that we are here,” said
Terra Brown (SFS ’98), vice president of
the Georgetown University Student Association. “Ifnothing else, this gets Geor-

getown and George Washington students
working together.”
Waving posters with slogans like,

de-

pended on fans from outside of campus,”
he added.

show because 1,200 non-students came
to the show, in contrast to the 900 Geor-

getown students who also attended.
The capacity of Gaston Hall, which
has been used as a major venue in the
past, is around 750. Fisher said despite
the sell-out of the Freddy Jones show in
September, which took place in Gaston,
GPB lost about $2,000. “The important
thing isn’t profit, though, it’s getting the
students excited about our programming,” he said.
Fisher also noted that the Big Head
Todd show will cost around $15,000 and
GPB is only expecting a gross of $8,000
to $10,000 from the show.
Fisher said GPB lost approximately

“I’m impressed by the program board
getting a band as big as Big Head Todd,”
said Brad Glaser (SES ’99).
Fisher also noted that GPB hopes to
build a name for Georgetown as a place
for bands to play. “Gaston Hall is a great
place to watch a show and it has great
acoustics, but unfortunately its size lim-

its the magnitude of show which we can
do,” he said.

$2,000 from the Freddy Jones Band show

According to Fisher, Gaston Hall can
become a good location for mid-size
bands to play only with student support.
“We’re hopeful that we’ll be able to do
more shows in the spring.”
“The Freddy Jones show was such a
success for all the students who helped
put on that show and all the students who
attended and we’re sure Big Head Todd

and will probably lose somewhere around

will be even more

$4,000 for Big Head Todd. The money

successful,” Fisher

added.

comes from GPB’s $30,000 budget.
After the Freddy Jones show, Fisher

said he and other GPB members were
doubtful that the Program Board would
be able to put on another concert of
similar size. “The success of the Freddy
Jones show was crucial to us being able
to even get a band like Big Head Todd to
consider playing here. And in the end, it
proved to be what brought them here,”

Fisher said.
:
Many students on campus said they
were surprised that a band of such caliber
was coming to play at Georgetown.

Big Head Todd serves up a bluesy,
boogie sound that calls to mind bands
ranging from Dire Straits to the Dave
Matthews Band. The band’s music runs

the gamut of American music, often in- _
corporating rockabilly and country influence into their recordings.
The Big Head Todd show is Nov. 6 at
7:30 p.m. Tickets go on sale in Red
Square on Oct. 8 and will cost $13 with

a Student Advantage card and $16 without.

|
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Michael Dukakis pounds out an informative speech in ICC Auditorium.
revisit the minimum wage issue every
three years in order to keep it up-to-date
with the inflation rate.
In addition, Dukakis said he saw the

need for working peopie and their families to be guaranteed affordable and comprehensive health care that covers employers and employees alike. “We now
have approximately 42 million people in
this country who don’t have a dime of
health care. They don’t even have the
security of knowing that when one of
their kids gets sick, they’ll be able to pay
forit”
Long-term care for the elderly isalso a
concern, Dukakis said. He called on the

government to ensure that social security
and Medicare are both fiscally solvent
and responsibly run.
Despite his domestic concerns,
Dukakis said he had faith in the post-

Cold War culture of the United States.
“This is a different, faster-moving, and

somewhat more confusing world than 50°
years ago, but it is also the most peaceful
time that [ have ever lived in,” Dukakis

said.
‘The former presidential candidate said
he strongly believed in the duty of citizens to vote to affect the policymaking
process of the United States. He also
urged students to consider public service
in the political arena as a possibility for
their futures.
“There is an opportunity to get actively and deeply involved in political
life. Folks like you ... can make a difference,” he said.

Dukakis later told THE

Hova that universities like Georgetown
can prepare students for elective office
and leadership positions by giving stuSee DUKAKIS, p. 3

“Stop the Animosity,” while chanting,
“Rally for your parking rights,” the more
than 50 students in attendance made
enough noise to echo off the sides of the
surrounding buildings.
Among those at the rally were Brown,
President ofthe George Washington University Student Association Damian
McKenna and President of the Student
Consortium of D.C. Universities Richard Sheehey, who both spoke against the
legislation.
Georgetown students reached Freedom Plaza outside of City Hall first at
noon, sitting together and doing homework, waiting for the other students. At
about 12:15 p.m., several groups of
George Washington students began fil‘ing out of vans and marching out from
the Metro station.
GW student Nicholas Provenzo initiated the cheering, barking through a bull
horn, “Yo, put your hands in the air. Wave

them around like you just don’t care.”

Town-Gown Relations Tested When
Students Run for Local Government
could call her back tomorrow, but she

By Devin Kuhn
HOYA Staff Writer

Georgetown is well known for being politically active. Clinton and Dole
posters battle each other for attention
in dormitory windows, and College
Republicanand College Democrat buttons are everywhere.
But even as the presidential election
nears, politics are growing more and
more heated on the local level.
With two students running for seats
on the Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2E, hints of gerrymandering
surrounding the voting districts, and,

most recently, a threatening phone call

Students Rally Downtown for Rights

to three in Georgetown,
Burleith.
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to one of the student candidates, local

At first only a few students responded
withshouts and cheers, but as time passed
the rest of the crowd stood up and joined
in the rally.
“I really appreciate you taking time
out from studying for mid-terms to come
out for the rally,” Brown said in her
speech.
;
Sheehey said he was there to show that
the entire consortium of D.C. universities was behind the rally. Of the small
number of consortium representatives at

politics at Georgetown have taken center stage and have gotten ugly in the
process.
Rebecca Sinderbrand (SFS ’98), a
candidate for the ANC seat in district
3,said shereceivedathreatening phone
call from a resident on Tuesday night.
“At around 12:30 a.m., I was about to

go to sleep, when the phone rang. It
was a resident who wanted to talk
about the issues. I couldn’t understand
why she was calling that late, but if she
wanted to talk about the issues, I was

willing to, even though I wanted to go

the rally, he said, “We may be a small

to bed,” Sinderbrand said.

group today, but we represent 70,000
other people,” he said. “We are gathered
here today because we were shut out of

According to Sinderbrand, the
woman kept on talking. “[She said]
things like ‘all the students are drunk,’
and ‘if you don’t own property or have
children here, you can’t run.’”
Sinderbrand said that although she
tried to persuade the woman she was
capable of serving on the ANC, the
caller was not receptive. “I told her I

this legislative process,” he added.

At around 2 p.m. the protest lost its
momentum. Most students took the Metro
back to their respective campuses, but a
smaller, more enduring group of students, led by Sheehey, entered City Hall

kept screaming, ‘I need to talk to you
now.’”
The conversation ended when the
woman told Sinderbrand, “‘Ifyou have
the audacity to run, you have to deal
with the consequences. You will regretit,” and she hung up,” Sinderbrand
said.
The call has not deterred
Sinderbrand. “I know that doesn’t represent the majority of residents. People
can get really excited about things like
that, but it was disturbing,” she said.

Prior to 1990, the university was in
only one district, according to Jonda
McFarlane, ANC

commissioner.

McFarlane said the decision to
change the districts came as a result of
“a push by some people on and off the
ANC to break the university up into
blocks, to put some dorms in each so

the university dorms are in six of eight
districts. The intent was to make it less
easy for the university to have a representative. It is no longer a single entity.”
McFarlane attributes this to the fact
that “some people in the community
are anti-university. [The redistricting]
minimizes the impact of the university
on the community.”
The decision to divide up the university among the districts was made

This has not been the first challenge
tothe campaign. Last month, residents
filed complaints questioning the validity of the nominating petitions of
Sinderbrand and James Fogarty (COL
’98), a candidate for the ANC seat in
district 5. Shortly afterwards, however, the complaints were dropped.

by aredistricting committee, said ANC
Commissioner Westy Byrd, who was

A Question of
Gerrymandering

a member of the committee. “They
made the decision that Georgetown is
part of the community, and one of the
best ways to make it part of the community is to include it in each district,”

Inadditionto threats and complaints
concerning the student campaigns, the
arrangement of local voting districts
has raised questions of gerrymandering, which is illegal.
“If you look at a map of the way
Georgetown is divided it’s clearly un-

fairly gerrymandered,” said Chad Griffin (SFS
manager.

’97), Fogarty’s campaign

The ANC

2E, which controls the

area around the university, is split into
eight single-member
districts.
Georgetown’s campus is divided
among six of these eight districts.

Byrd said.
Despite the difficulty the divisions
make, student candidates still have a
chance of winning a seat on the ANC,
according to Dan Leistikow (COL 98)
of Campaign Georgetown. Campaign
Georgetown has registered more than
800 people to vote in the District
through their voter registration drive,
he said.
“We’re doing really well inall ANC
districts,” he said, “and we have a lot

of students in James Fogarty’s district,
because it includes Village C ... and
See ANC, p. 3

to sit in on a legislative session.
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Arab Club Sponsors Palestinian Teach-In
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GU Professors Educate Students in Red Square on Latest Israel-PLO Clashes
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By Lyndsay Nelson
HOY A Staff Writer

ALI
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The peace process is really more of a problem
than a process at this time, said history Professor
Judith Tucker of the clashes in Palestine at an
_ Arab Club teach-in Tuesday afternoon in Red
Square.
According to a flier distributed by the club, the
_ teach-in was held “to raise public awareness” of
he recent hostilities between Israeli and Pales-

a) SY

inian forces.
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Nearly 50 students were in attendance as
prominent professors from the history department and the Center for Contemporary Arab
Studies took to the podium to share their experiences with and hopes for the issue at hand.
Tucker spoke against the Israeli aggression
Ellen Gstalder/The HOY A

Students learn about Israeli-Palestinian relations at Red Square Teach-In on Tuesday at noon.

against the Arabs. “In the last 100 days,” she

said, “there has been a policy of physical destruction of structures and homes of Palestinians in

Jerusalem.”

Professor John Ruedy of the history depart-

ment gave a chronology of Jerusalem noting
that, “Itis not and has not been [strictly] a Jewish
city.”
He added, “And if we put our minds to it, we

can make sure ... it will be a city for all of whom
itis holy.”
Research Professor of Arab Studies Halim
Barakat commented on this week’s summit in
Washington, D.C. between Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu,

Palestinian

Leader

Yasir Arafat, Jordan’s King Hussein and President Bill Clinton (SFS ’68).
“I think the summit, unfortunately, is going to
be more of an act of public relations,” he said. “I
think there will be no pressure on the Israeli
government to make any concessions. Already,
Netanyahu has come [to the summit] with demands rather than concessions.”
Barakat, as did other speakers at the teach-in,

called on the United States for help in settling the
disputes in the Middle East. “So far as the
United States, it has the leverage, but not the

willingness to use [it],” he said, adding that,
“The United States wants the Arabs to give and
the Israelis to take.”
Some students expressed concern about the
content of some of the professor’s speeches.
Avi Green (SFS ’99), chairman of the Jewish
Student Association, said he thought the tone of
the teach-in. was more provocative than constructive. “Peace wasn’t a theme of the teachin,” he said, “And peace is where the future is.”

Some students were more positive about the
teach-in. “[The teach-in] was a very vivid university experience,” said Shilpa Mohan (SFS
’99), “because it had students close to the issue,

teachers who are very educated on the issue and
students who want to learn about the issue
coming together at the center of the university in
Red Square.”
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Cambodia:
A Democracy
In Progress
By Brian Chandier
‘Special to The HOYA

Cambodia possesses a stable and legitimate government that is dedicated to
democracy, said Ung Huot, the foreign
minister of Cambodia, to a sparse Healy
Hall audience of about 20 on Wednesday
afternoon.
Conceding that Cambodia still has a.
longroadto travel, Huot claimed, “Com-

GeoffGougion/The HOYA
James Fogarty (COL °98) and Rebecca Sinderbrand (SFS 98) hope to win seats on the ANC for the 1997-99 term.

ANC Election Is Source of Controversy
Students Charge Gerrymandering; Candidate Receives Phone Threat
ANC, from p. 1
Village B. It’s a district we can really
have a lot of influence in.”
Sinderbrand’s district is located in
Burleith,

and

according

to Leistikow,

“We need more [supporters] in Burleith.
She has a good shot, but we really need to

improve student registration.”
Today is the last day students can
register to vote in the District and still be
eligible for the Nov. 5 general election.
Despite the high level of student registration, Sinderbrand and Fogarty may
not be welcomed by residents. According to ANC Commissioner Beverly Jost,
who is Fogarty’s opponent, “I’m a taxpaying resident, and like my neighbors, I
want to be represented by a long-term
resident. If James will stay nine months
after he graduates, stay for the summer,
and will live in the community, and be a
tax-paying resident of the District of Columbia, then he would be a more permanent resident.”
i ANC commissioners serve two-year
terms. Fogarty,~who will graduate in

ment are not unique to Georgetown, nor
is the opposition they often encounter
when they do so.
At the University of Maryland at College Park, students ran to be a part of the
City Council four years ago, but did not
win.
Kevin Lawrence, a senior at Maryland

who has served on two committees of the
City Council, attributes the loss toa poor
electoral strategy. “The students targeted
only students on-campus and off-campus, primarily in the Greek System. They
never made an effort to reach into the
community, [meaning residents],” he
said.
“Anytime you're going to build a winning strategy you need to reach out to
every sector of the polity and these two
candidates reached out only to the student population, to the exclusion of the
rest of the community. Their base of
support was terribly narrow,” he added.
Lawrence said that while no students

hold elected positions in the local government, many are members of commit-

May 1998, said if elected he would con-

tees under the City Council.

tinue living in D.C. until the term ends in
January 1999.

“Students having served on a number
of committees and boards within the city
has helped to improve town-gown rela-

Students in Local
Government:The

tions,” Lawrence said.

Two students who ran for local government

Norm?

at Fairfield

University,

in

Fairfield, Conn. used a different strategy.
Fairfield student Jim O’Connor said
that during his campaign he “kept it:

Students who run for local govern-

quiet that [he and fellow candidate Kris
Cipriano] were students. We didn’t hide
it,but we didn’t announce it. The campus
knew, and they were excited about the
idea of students running.”
Both students were elected to the Representative Town Meeting, the local government, in November 1995.

According to O’Connor, the residents
of the community were “pretty much
against” the students’ involvement when
they were elected. Now, he said, “they’re
pretty split. Half are almost resentful,
and I can understand. We’re making
decisions that affect them and their community. Well, us and our community, I
should say.”
Ciprianosaid, “A lot of questions were
asked at first. But we proved that university students could handle it. Now there’s
a generally good reaction.”
Not all students have received negative reactions to being involved in the
local government.
At the University of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia, student involvement with

the local government is common and
welcomed, according to Josh Rockoff, a
representative in the university’s Undergraduate Assembly.
Rockoff said student participation is
welcome because “several students live
in the community, and because some of
the students don’t treat the property properly. The community is interested in improving this.”

Dukakis Encourages Youth Involvement
DUKAKIS, from p. 1

to our future as a nation, or to the kind of

things that we are capable of.”

dents a broad-based sense of education,

including a deep understanding of his-

tory.
Furthermore, he encouraged students
to take advantage of opportunities in
D.C. by experiencing political life in the
form of internships.
“This is a wonderfully dynamic country,” he said. “We have gone through
some difficult times, but there is no limit

Bornin 1933, Dukakis graduated from
Swarthmore

College

in

1955,

and

Harvard Law School in 1960. His political aspirations brought him through a
lengthy career in Massachusetts state
politics before he received the Democratic party’s nomination for the presidency of the United States in 1988.

Dukakis was defeated in the presidential
election by former President George
Bush.
He has taught courses at the University of Hawaii, Northeastern University,

Harvard University and the University of
California at Los Angeles. His speech
was sponsored by the College Democratsand the Georgetown University Student Association Lecture Fund.

munication solves many problems. [Representatives of the Royalist party, the
Cambodian People’s Party and the Khmer
Rouge] are talking to each other and
things are going very well.” Huot also
said the government is struggling to build
a new Cambodia based on democracy
and respect for human rights.
While acknowledging there are some
problems in the new government, Huot
said the international community originally predicted thatthe government would
last one week, but it has been in existence

for three years.
Huot addressed U.S.-Cambodian relations, especially inregardsto the recent
U.S. grant of Most Favored Nation status
to Cambodia for trade purposes. Huot
said that MFN status would be naturally
beneficial to both Cambodia, which will
sustain economic development, and the
U.S., which will enjoy cheaper goods
and services.
After the short, 20-minute speech Huot
responded to questionsregarding thenew
government’s policy toward the Khmer
Rouge. The Khmer Rouge is a radical
communist faction that ruled Cambodia
from 1975 to 1979 and is considered
responsible for the death of at least one
million Cambodians.
Huot said the new governments policy
toward the Khmer Rouge is threefold.

Sept. 22: Alumni

Square. Three

sent into certain states through the mail,

real estate, Wagner provided wine for

-

Clinton’s class reunion, his own

class

reunion and the 75th anniversary of the
School of Foreign Service.
“I’ve been on every continent, buying
wine for distribution in the United States
in more than 40 countries,” Wagner said.
“I think I was the first to travel to Europe
to buy wine [for distribution] from France
and Germany.”
Wagner also had Maddalena Vineyards in Los Angeles, Calif. make special bottles of wine in honor of the SFS
anniversary in 1992.
Wagner donates more than just wine
to Georgetown. He announced Wednesday that he is planning to establish his
third John Carroll scholarship. This scholarship will be in the name of Hillary
Rodham Clinton to honor an incoming
female student with demonstrated financial need.

Robert Wagner (SFS 48) delivers wine to Bill Clinton (SFS 68).

The wine is a gift to the Clintons in honor of their 20th anniversary.

Kripa Sethuraman contributed to this
story.

Sept. 28: Yates Bike Rack. Student
reports unregistered mountain bike
which was secured withaU-lock stolen.

Sept. 30: Basic Science Building:
Employee reports cellular phone stolen from desk.
:

Sept. 28: Darnall Bike Rack. Student reports bike stolen.

Sept. 24: White Gravenor. Student reports unattended book bag

Sept. 28: Henle. Eighteen-yearold arrested and charged after assaulting a female GU student. Suspect is a non-student.

Sept. 30: Harbin Hall. Unknown
person(s) entered the dormitory and at
least 4 unlocked rooms from which
various items were stolen. Included in
the losses were a laptop computer,

containing files, textbooks and pa-

pers stolen.
Sept. 26: ICC. Student reports leather
purse containing $15 cash, credit cards
and ID cards stolen.

Sept. 26: Leavey Center. Graduate student reports purse containing
a credit card and ID stolen from the
Fast Break area. Purse was turned
into Marriot and returned to student
after $557 in charges had been made
on credit card. ID card was still
missing.
Sept. 27: Lauinger Library. Student
reports stolen wallet containing $6 and

according to

dena, Calif. City Planning Commission.

Ellen Gstalder/The HOY A

adopted tore-establish the monarchy and
provide for a democratically-elected legislature.

injuries consisting of bruises, lacerations and bloody noses after a
disorderly fight involving a lacrosse
player and others. Case still under
investigation and will be referred to
Student Adjudication.

Ann Coughlin, director of the Alumni
Admissions Program and coordinator of
John Carroll scholarships.
Wagner has already established two
other John Carroll scholarships, one of
which was established in the name of
President Clinton. The other scholarship
was established in the name of Wagner’s
mother, Rose Wagner, Coughlin said.
“I really stress education,” Wagner
added. “In my case, my mom raised five
children as a single parent without the
entitlements that so many people take for
granted.”
Wagner is the chairman of the Pasa-

wine donations. A retired, independent
wine merchant who made his money in

including the Khmer Rouge; supporters

ter the election, a new constitution was

chandise.

on the initial investment,

Wagner has decided to deliver each shipment in person.
Wagner is generous when it comes to

involved the main factions of Cambodia,

of the monarchy led by King Sihanouk;
the Cambodian People’s Party, a communist party originally backed by Vietnam.
Funcinpec, the Royalist party, won the
resulting elections and the Cambodian
People’s Party finished in second place.
The government is led by two prime
ministers representing both parties. Af-

ID card.

John Carroll scholarships are established
by alumni to give to top admissions candidates with demonstrated financial need.
These scholarships increase the grant
portion of a student’s financial aid package. Each scholarship costs $50,000 to
establish.
John Carroll scholarships are endowed,
which means that the actual donation is
never used for scholarship money. The
money that goes to the scholarship recipient is comprised only of the interest made

Yesterday, Robert Wagner (SFS ’48)
traveled to 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. to
drop off some wine for President Clinton
(SFS ’68).
Wagner purchased a membership in
the Beaulieu Vineyards Wine Society for
the 20th anniversary of Bill and Hillary
Clinton. However, because of regulations that prohibit alcohol from being

First, it plans to grant general amnesty to
those who participated in the Khmer
Rougeregime. Second, it will outlaw the
Khmer Rouge that refused to participate
in the recent election. And lastly, the
government will apply military pressure
inorderto avoid anotherrelapse of Khmer
Rouge rule.
The current government of Cambodia
was established in 1993 through United
Nation-sponsored elections. U.N. policy
regarding Cambodia was formulated at
the 1991 Paris Peace Accords. These
negotiations and the subsequent accords

students received an assortment of

According tothe Office of Admissions,

HOY A Staff Writer

Ung Huot claims Cambodia possesses a stable government to Healy audience.

DPS CRIME REPORT

Special Delivery: Alumnus Serves Presidential Wine
By Alison Heath

Annie Talarico/The Hoya

He was elected to the City Council and
held the position of mayor pro tempore.
Wagner is a senior senator in California. The California Senior Legislature
was established to better address the special needs of senior citizens, according to
Wagner.
Wagner will meet with University President Leo J. O’Donovan to talk about the
Hillary Clinton scholarship on Oct. 15.

assorted credit cards, wallets, driver’s
licenses, a watch, several ID cards and
assorted cash. In one of the rooms, a

Sept. 29: Village C West. Student
assaulted by two others believed to be
GU students in hallway. Victim received a laceration to his right hand
and a bloody nose. Assailants have not
been identified.

resident reports a black male approximately 6 ft. 1 in. with dark complexion
wearing blue jeans, blue hooded sweatshirt and baseball cap and carrying a
green backpack entered his room but
walked out upon being seen. Unknown
if this subject is the perpetrator of the

Sept. 29: Harbin Roadway. Student
reports unregistered bike stolen.

crimes which occurred on the 2nd, 6th

Sept. 30: Leavey Center, Vital
Vittles. Fifty-six-year old Alexandria,
Va. resident arrested and turned over
to Metro Police after attempting to exit
the store with $17.56 in unpaid mer-

Oct. 2: Old North. Fire alarm falsely
sounded.

and 8th floors.

Oct. 2: Village C West. Fire alarm
falsely sounded.

Canal Rd. Plans Discussed
By Adam Supple
HOYA Staff Writer

A representative of the Federal Highway Administration discussed three of
the proposed plans for the Canal Road
project at Tuesday’s Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2E meeting.
The ANC has been reviewing plans to
improve access to and from Georgetown
University via Canal Road for the past
two years. Plans vary from widening the
road at the point where it meets
Georgetown’s driveway and putting in a
traffic light, to building an exit ramp
from the Whitehurst Freeway in order to
alleviate commuter traffic in the area.
Two of the plans that were discussed
involved merely widening the road: one
plan would take over private property,
and the other would build on a portion of
Archibald Park, a park to the west of
campus along Canal Road.
The third plan, a traffic circle on
Foxhall Road, would be ineffective, said

the FHA representative, Carol Jacoby.
To make such a circle safe, she said,
Foxhall Road would have toriseatan 18
percent grade, which would be too steep
an angle for the road to be safe.
“The circle will be beneficial now, but

that no improvements may be made to
local roads that may have a detrimental
effect on federal highways. In this case,
traffic studies point to an increase in
traffic on the federally-owned Whitehurst
Freeway, she said.

Although this law may end the whole
project, Jacoby said the law is open to
interpretation as to how much volume
constitutes a “detrimental effect.”
Byrd said she wanted a study done on
the possible effects of the removal of the
traffic gate by the Leavey Center, allowing through traffic to the Georgetown
Medical Center. Ifthe highway administration finds the removal of the gate, an

approved part of the university’s master
plan, to be beneficial, “[ The ANC] could
put it before the Zoning Board and get it
changed like that,” said Byrd as she
snapped her fingers.
Jacoby said she did not believe such a
study was possible, as the gate was in
fact a part of the approved master architectural plan, and therefore out of her

jurisdiction.
“The scope of this project is a spot
project to improve the access to Georgetown University,” she said. She explained
that is why her organization did not conduct “global” traffic studies, but kept

information about a federal law stating

them localized.
Commission Chair Beverly Jost offered a compromise plan which would
take down the median and install a stoplight at Georgetown's entrance at an expense of $150, 000.

CORRECTION

CLARIFICATION

An article in the Oct. 1 issue of THE
Hova should have stated that recipients of The Corp. scholarship recipients will be announced Dec. 1. The
applications, due Nov. 15, will be

The Office of Student Affairs did
not pay for the buses to Tuesday’s
Freedom Plaza rally, as may have
been inferred in an article in the Oct.

there is no way it could handle the traffic
20 years from now,” she added.
However,

all these plans may

be a

moot point. Westy Byrd brought forth

available Monday.

|

1 issue of THE Hoya.

Whose Homecoming is It?

Internationally Open Minds

in microcosm.

this

takes

national

More

the

hatred

form

often

than

not,

of ethnic

and

conflict

writ

and

small. Last year's Turkey/Greece feud

and the open animosity that has
arisen in recent days between the
Israel Society and the various Palestinian groups on campus both show
how many special interest groups
there are on campus and how little
they talk to each other.
When the most recent conflict in
the Middle East broke out, many students on their way to class were subjected to a depressing sight — students defending the Israeli position
facing off across Red Square from
students pointing out the plight of
the Palestinians.
With inflammatory posters and slogans posted behind both sides, the
distance between the two tables was
indicative of their reluctance to deal
with each other in an intellectual,
adult discussion.
Instead, they
handed out flyers to passersby, called

each other liars and lost credibility in
the eyes of the entire campus.
This week's “teach-in” in Red Square
is another example. The professors
who spoke presented four different
versions of the same viewpoint, with
no other voices to promote

an honest

and rational discussion of the issues
at hand. Georgetown has Israeli professors who might have presented a
counterpoint to the views given at the
teach-in.
The value of a university is that it
offers a forum above that of the outside world, an arena for intellectual,
rational discussion where participants
can leave behind some of the emotion
that affects negotiations and relations
in the world at large. Unfortunately,
campus groups have shown themselves to be less than adult, spending
the bulk of their time in an intellectual vacuum of like-minded people.
On arriving at a university of this
international caliber, one would expect a number of international interest

groups

organized

to

engage

Georgetown

often

surprises.

on campus. Why does anyone think that

once again, cannon balled into the shal-

with all that life has to offer beyond the
campus, would travel back for Homecoming to have exactly what they found
boorish as students?
This is not to say that tailgating does
not have a place. It does have a place in
the Homecoming tradition. Not because
“we have always done it this way,” but
simply because it means something to

these same men and women, when faced

low end of the pool. The Georgetown
University Alumni Association staff
and especially Conan Louis, its Executive Director, should be applauded and
encouraged for making the Homecoming festivities welcoming to more than
the “white capped” few who descend
on the campus to get trashed.
For the past several years, as the

more
have
turn
made
ation

one

elegant Homecoming traditions
disappeared, the alumni who reto campus in the hundreds are
up mostly of the last few graduclasses. Has any one wondered

community

of alumni,

however

small. And no one at Georgetown should
be inthe business of alienating any member of the Georgetown family. But tailgating and drinking should not make
Homecoming unattractive for the rest of
us for whom beer is just a beverage.
“In my Father’s house there are many
rooms,” the Good Book says. This is the
Georgetown ethos. The praise owed to
the Alumni Association and to Conan
Louis comes, not just for standing up for
safety and decorum in tailgating, but
from putting together a Homecoming
weekend which recognizes and honors

why the other 120,000 alumni would

rather do something else? Ofthe classes
that are chiefly represented, the majority who come for tailgate drinking and
other revivals of one-night glories, are
members of a particular Georgetown
culture, which the majority of Georgetown students (inthe thousands) sooner
or later choose to avoid while they are

the diversity of Georgetown alumni
and student cultures.
The 1996 Homecoming Weekend
includes no less than three official
events to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of one of the university’s great
fraternal traditions—the Chimes, one

of the last colorful vestiges of an allmale Georgetown. This year’s homecoming will have two social events to
welcome back minority alumni, and

even a traditional African-American
Gospel Sunday Service. Homecoming
will officially welcome from exile
WGTB alumni, recognizing the power
of an idea whose time has come ...
again. Even GUSA Vice President
Tera Brown, who led the criticism of
the tailgating restrictions, will preside
over the Philodemic Society’srevived
Hamilton Alumni Debate.
And then, of course, there are those

who think that Homecoming
students ...

is for

MANUEL A. MIRANDA (SFS 82)

This Space Could Be Yours!
Are You Artistic?
Do You Have Opinions?
Are You Creative?

If So, You Could Be a Political
Cartoonist for THE Hoya.

Walk Locally

Act Globally,

To THE EDITOR:
Student leaders and journalists have,

in

productive, open-minded discussion
of international issues. In this respect,

Stop by or call THE Hov4 and ask for
This

Sunday,

tens

of thousands

of

people will be marching in the tenth
annual AIDS Walk Washington. This
10 kilometer fund-raising walk-a-thon
will directly benefit the Whitman-Walker
Clinic, which provides services to two
out of every three people with AIDS in
the District of Columbia, northern Virginia and suburban Maryland.
A number of individual students and
Georgetown clubs, such as GU Pride
the Reserve Officer Training Corps, and
the Women’s Center are planning on
attending this event. Resident assistants in Copley and Village A, for example, are also organizing groups of
students to show their support whether
or not they collect sponsors.
With the number of students making
the trip up to the Ellipse there's no
reason not to join them and see what
volunteerism and organization can accomplish. Although campus groups
should be congratulated for encouraging students to attend, no one needs to
go with a club. Walk on your own, as a
resident of the District of Columbia.
Sunday is your study day, you say.
But how many opportunities do you get

to make a statement to the government

and the American
public about your
commitment to funding for AIDS research? Sunday afternoon is not the
time to bury yourself in a book when
you could be taking part in a national
event with such important consequences. Recently, with the isolation of
a gene immune to the virus, there has
been real progress in the search for a
cure. Yet in the meantime, our friends,
family members and fellow residents of
Washington are battling the disease on
a daily basis.
Whether or not you know anyone with
HIV or AIDS it’s time to become informed about the gravity of the epidemic. While the disease seems to be
leveling off in the United States and
other developed countries, there has
been an overall 25 percent increase
since 1995 in AIDS cases in the world at
large. The best way to show that you are
aware of the disastrous effects of this
disease and are committed to fighting it
is by showing up on the Ellipse at 12:30
p.m. We've heard the slogan many times:
think globally, act locally. It is time we
listened.

Matt Reilein.
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Weezer dives into sex,
love and relationships in

An inside look at the
latest Quentin Tarantino

its new CD,

production, the dark

“Pinkerton.”

comedy “Curdled.”

-See page 56

-See page 46

Erotic Lesbians Rob the Mob in ‘Bound’
‘By Elizabeth C. Raposo
HOYA Staff Writer

e

Gina Gershon

is sex. In

“Bound” she plays Corky, a
lesbian who gets involved
with mob princess Violet (Jennifer Tilly).
Whether Gershon is painting the ceiling
of an apartment, unclogging a drain or
drinking a cup of coffee, she moves with
an air of sexuality that makes you writhe
in your seat.
When she and Tilly speak, she tilts her
head and moves her mouth so that the
only logical action to follow would be to
kiss Tilly. It is Gershon’s command of
her character and the juxtaposition be-

-_

fn

tween Tilly’s coquette-ish Violet and
Gershon’s tough Corky that drive the
film’s eroticism.
Violet seduces Corky and tells her
that she wants out of her mob-centered
life. Violet tells Corky of her master
plan: to steal two million dollars from
her boyfriend, Caesar (Joe Pantoliano)
who is supposed to give the money over
to mob boss Gino Manzoni and his son,
Johnny Manzoni. Corky, an ex-con,
comes up with the execution of Violet’s
plan.
The plan is supposed to be simple —
while Caesar is in the shower, Violet

drops a bottle of scotch and tells Caesar
that she’s going out to get more before

Gino and Johnny arrive. On her way out,
Violet lets Corky into the apartment to
get the money. Corky then leaves with
the money. Violet returns and convinces
Caesar that Johnny came into the apartment when he was in the shower and
took the money to set him up.
This makes sense to Caesar because
he and Johnny do not get along, and
Caesar cannot accuse the boss’ son of
stealing from the business. But Caesar
also knows

that he cannot run away,

because people will think he stole the
money.
Corky and Violet expect Caesar to freak
out. They also expect that Violet will be
able tojust walk out on Caesar, but Caesar

won't let her go. This glitch in the plan
turns into a gaping hole, as Caesar loses
all self control and tries to confront Johnny
about the money in front of Gino. The
outcome of the confrontation is less than
pleasant, and the search for the money
consumes the rest of the movie.
What is most intriguing about the
action between Caesar and the other
mobsters is that Violet watches them all
asif she werewatching puppets—acase
of creation gone awry. Violet maintains
her cool, though, and by the end of the
film she has evolved from the submissive girlfriendto the one who controlsthe
situation.
See BOUND,

p. 9G

Courtesy of Grammercy Pictures

Gina Gershon and Jennifer Tilly share a moment while plotting in “Bound.”

Always Room for Cake
By Janelle Weber
HOYA Staff Writer

Take the peculiarities of life,
the moments of genius — add

the time your girlfriend walked
out on you taking her mattress
and wearing your red sweater — and
you’ll get Cake, the nugget of groove.
In releasing “Fashion Nugget,” Cake,
a Sacramento-based rock-funk band, has

made the quest for groove its mission in
the music industry. Every song on its 14track album has succeeded in finding a
niche of funk, creating a distinct mood
and making it its own. Although diverse
in musical genres and attitudes, each
song has the Cake trademark plastered
~ all over it.

“Fashion Nugget” meshes country,
pop, rock, funk and ska. From the wellwritten and produced album, it’s appar-

ent that Cake is skillful, experienced and
100 percent amusing. It’s never outside
its element. “Fashion Nugget” is sure to
please.
John McCrea, lead vocalist, is a mas-

ter at his craft, writing songs and turning
new listeners into avid fans. Few lead
singers can say “alright” with as much
spunk.
:
Fans will find “Fashion Nugget” tob
highly concentrated Cake essence. There
are no radical style changes, and none of
the band members are trying to break out
on a new path. Cake’s identity is secure
— it knows where it’s at its best and it
exploits it. The words that best describe
“Fashion Nugget” are soulful, cool and
wacky.
The bestsongs ofthealbum are, “Frank
Sinatra,” “The Distance,” “It’s Coming

Down” and “Friend is a Four-Letter
Word.”
If any of these songs is going to intensify your love for Cake or wake you up if
-you’venever heard them, “Frank Sinatra”
will do the trick. The first few musical
frames, drum beats, lone saxophone and

Prairie Is A
Field of Dreams

silly but genuine lyrics will shock you
into submission. “Frank Sinatra” could
bethe next “Jolene,” from “Motorcade
of

Generosity.”
Cake sets the mood in this song with
unique precision. “We know of an ancient radiation that haunts this member
constellation, a faintly glimmering radio
station/ While Frank Sinatra sings stormy
weather, the flies and spiders get along
together / cobwebs fall on an old skipping record.”

By Grace Slattery
Specialto The HOYA
Georgetown’s Mask & Bauble Dramatic Society opens
their 144th season witha touching tale of theart of storytelling
joining the magic ofradio. “The Voice of the Prairie,” directed
by Cristina Aquino (COL ’97) and produced by Kristin
Selinger (FLL ’98), is a must-see.
The play deals with the efforts of storyteller David Quinn,
a Nebraska farmer played by Alexander Currall (GSB ’99)
who uses his ability to spin yarns to sell radios across the
heartland. His stories are drawn from childhood experiences,
and the play makes use of the flashback to show the audience
action in both time periods.
Amy Clarke (SFS ’98) and Chris Fosdick (SFS *98) play
the young Frankie and Davey, respectively. The audience is
drawn into their story of a lost childhood friendship - three

McCrea has an axe to grind. He’s on
the war path against the dating game. No
one who knows the first album and has
suffered through a bad break-up can forget the lyrics of “...” from Cake’s debut
album “Motorcade of Generosity.” “My
eyes are burning in my head/ And seeing
only red/ And wishing you were dead.”
As a healthy supplement to the I’'mnot-going-to-take-anymore-of-my-ex’scrap attitude, Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will
Survive” pops up on the album. Yet,
McCrea isn’t as tough as Gaynor yet.
In “It’s Coming Down,” a somber
tone takes over. “It’s raining outside /
You’ve nowhere to hide / She’s asking
you why you think it’s funny /She’s mad
and she’s taking her mattress with her.”
If you jump to track 12, you’ll see a
more relaxed McCrea. “Last night I said”
to her I didn’t want to live inside a lie / If
she wants him more than she wants me,
let this be / She’ll come back to me.”

charmed months of adventure, freedom, and self-discovery.

Clarke delivers an excellent performance as Frankie, conquering the challenge of portraying a blind girl, beaten and
alone. One can easily observe the growthin her character from
the time when she first meets Davey to when she loses him.
Fosdick, too, successfully shows the change in his character

with the death of his Poppy and his loss of Frankie. Together,
they work magic and produce an incredible fire that brings

tears to one’s eyes at the thought of putting it out. *
Mary Berndt (FLL ’97) and Currall, although quiet and
hardtohear
at times, are very convincing
as the older versions
of Clarke and Fosdick’s

characters, Frances

and David.

Michael DiGiovine (SFS ’00) plays Leon Schwab, David’s
partner in his radio endeavors, and adds color and comedy to
the Midwestern characters.
It is DiGiovine’s energy that drives the production. Although the plot is slow and somewhat hard to understand at
first, the characters quickly draw the audience in. One is left
not wanting to see the magic of the character’s interactions
end.
rel
It is through these characters that the audiencetruly feels at
one with those onstage. Aisling O’Shea’s (FLL ’00) lighting
design and Magda Kotek’s (SFS *99) scenic design successfully gives the illusion of reality. These aspects, combined
with the direction of Aquino, make the play more personal as
the audience feels like they are the people listening to David’s
stories on the radio.

Cake has a cult following, but it is sure

to achieve popular appeal if it can snatch
some air time. If you’re eager to see the
bandinaction, you'll have to wait, though.
Cake recently passed through the Bayou
in September. When the band returns to
Washington, D.C., trudge past the
swampy banks of the Potomac, ride your
bike in between the taxi cabs wearing a
Domino’s Pizza helmet or hitch aride on
the back of a car while coasting on your
skateboard. But for your own health and
nn whatever way you do it, get to the
show.

Michael DiGiovine and Alexander Currall in “Voices of the Prairie.”

GeoffGougion/The HOYA

Mask & Bauble will perform “The Voice of the Prairie”
on Oct. 3,4,5,9, 10, 11 and 12 at 8 p.m. in Poulton Hall.
Tickets are $5 for students and 87 for non-students.

Lisa Germano: Just Another Whiner
By John Moye
HOYA Staff Writer

Poor Lisa.
If, as Dostoyevski once wrote,
“life begins on the other side of
despair,” then Lisa Germano has no life

:

:

Courtesy of Capricorn Reords
John McCrea, Victor Damiani, Greg Brown, Vince DiFiore and Todd Roper.

whatsoever, for she is so knee-deep in
despair, so content wallowing in her own
self-pity, that it’s hard to discern any
other theme to her music besides pain.

By Micah Sachs
HOY A Staff Writer

He’s back. Just when the
world thought we could eswp»
cape his ubiquitous dopey
smile and his late *50s paperboy hair cut,
Tom Hanks returns to the big screen. He
very well may be taking over the world.
As proof, he is not only starring in big
budget, quality family films, but he’s
also directing. His first stab at conquering humanity is a new movie about a
fictional ’60s rock ’n’ roll band and their
hit song, called “That Thing You Do!”
The story of “That Thing You Do!” is
a familiar one. There’s a young group of
musicians, The Wonders, who record a

great song, become big stars, meet beautiful women,

make lots of money, and

then fall apart. Like most other rock band
stories, suchas “The Doors,” “The Wall,”

and “This is Spinal Tap,” the lessons to
be learned have nothing to do with music, but are instead a morality tale about
the dangers of success.

The movie plays out as an anecdotal
comedy in a sort of “A League of Their
Own” vein. It’s not from the Zucker
Brothers/Mel Brooks school where anything goes, but it is by no means an
intelligent, Woody Allen-esque exploration of deep human feelings. It is strictly
light fare, drawing a good share of its
laughs from Lenny (Steve Zahn), the
goofy and charmless guitar player. In a

violin,

a few tribal

him, or, as she describes in the eerie “I

photo shoot at a state fair, he is asked

why the Wonders are there. He responds,
“I gota pigin the bacon competition over
at the livestock pavilion. I’m gonna win
that blue ribbon!”
There is also a running joke about the
bass

player,

named,

well,

“The

Bass

Player.” Even in the credits, he is identified as “T. B. Player.” He’s one of the
most shapeless characters ever given a
major speaking part in a movie, but at
least the script recognizes that fact. The
other Wonders are characters lost somewhere in the limbo between lackluster
characterization and semi-realistic porSee WONDERS. pv. 9G

Love Circus,” plays out like a funeral
dirge for lost love, meandering through
song after song in which we find Germano
in a permanent state of “oblivion and
hurting.” Virtually every song is in a
minor key, and they all use the same
musical

formula:

her mournful

some thick vibraphones,
drums

and

Germano’s

breathy

voice,

which often appears on the album as a
near whisper.
:
Not that all this melancholy is a bad
thing.
Sure, we’ve heard it all before, but

there’s something to be said for music
that makes you want to pull the shades
down on a rainy night, lie in bed with a
cigarette and a bottle and lament the
male or female that callously broke your
heart. “Excerpts” may be formulaic,
mournful female pop music at its most
predictable, but the formula has proven
to work in the past, and there’s some-

thing to be said for that. Thus maybe we
could look as “Excerpts” as yet another
worthy contribution to a genre that has
become (alas) all-too-overused by artists
like Sarah Maclachlan,
and the like.

turbing “Bruises,” in which she sings of

how she wants to see the sunrise but all
she “can see is black and blue.”
“Bruises” describes Germano’s suffering from an abusive relationship, yet
she finds herself begging her man to
“make [her] better” by beating her again.
This becomes a central theme in
Germano’s lyrics — she is constantly
caught in love-hate relationships where
she “hates” her man but still “loves”

Her latest album, “Excerpts from a

You Do So Well

about “beauty, your eyes and tequila.”
Like many songs on “Excerpts,” Germano
sprinkles “Baby on the Plane” with occasional flashes of dissonance and noise—
screeches of a violin or feedback from a
guitar.
Her minimalist sound continues on
“A Beautiful Schizophrenic” and the dis-

Ani

Difranco,
:

“Excerpts from a Love Circus” opens
with “Baby on the Plane,” a graceful
song in which Germano auietlv sings

Lovea Snot”: “You’reasnot/butIadore
you.”
The stripped down acoustic sound
of “Forget it, It’s a Mystery” lacks any
magic whatsoever, and the nauseating

“Lovesick” features a hip-hop beat
and squeals of feedback, with Germano
painfully screeching out the chorus
But

the highlight

on

“Excerpt”

comes with the quiet “We suck,” which

features a beautiful piano and a bassheavy tribal drum. Here Germano
sheds light on the simple ways in which
two people can hurt each other in a
romantic relationship; she starts singing about how “he sucks,” then turns

in on herself and realizes in the end
that they are both guilty, that they both
“suck.”
Another highlight is the Middle
Eastern-flavored “Victoria’s Secret,”

which blends mellow percussion and
trinbv piano and guitar in a stvle re-

Courtesy of 4AD

Lisa Germano’s latest album

is entitled “Excerpts from a Love Circus.”

sembling the mellow Indian sound of
Perry Farrell. On “Victoria’s Secret”
Germano departs from the theme of
relationships and ponders “What is
Victoria's Secret?”, answering wryly:
“She says you are ugly / I am pretty /
your man wishes you looked like me.”
Listeners may find themselves asking the same question that arises whenever an album like “Excerpts” comes
along: iflove is so painful then why do
you want to be in it? If your lover is so
abusive (emotionally and physically)
then why don’t you just leave the boy?

Perhaps a day will come soon when
more pop female vocalists will abandon the “damaged, dependent victim”
image that they have come to fit into so
well. Perhaps someday soon more female rockers will follow in the footprints of Liz Phair by optimistically

Germano, of course, gives no answer

condemn her for all her mourning, but

— she’s happier just burying herself
in her own melancholy throughout
“TDvorarntc

?

grabbing the reins, taking control of

their lives, and saying, “Hey, I'm a
woman: I don’t have to put up with
this.”
Until that day, we have Lisa
Germano to listen to, in all her dramatic self-pity. It would be easy to
she does it so well on “Excerpts from
a Love Circus,” it’s hard to be too
critical of her
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woodchoppers are involved.
Buscemi is perfect, as usual,
and the Cohen brothers should
celebrate. “Fargo” is ajob well
done. (ECR)
First Wives’ Club — This
is a story about three friends
— Elise (Goldie Hawn),
Brenda (Bette Midler), and
Annie (Diane Keaton) —and

their overly aggressive and
sometimes obnoxious attempts
at getting revenge against their
ex-husbands. The film’s moral
seems to be that if a man and
woman end up divorcing, it is
probably because the man was
wrong, he left after his wife
made him successful, and he
found some younger woman
who wears a size three. The
message of this film is clear:
All men suck. While it has
some very funny scenes, it is
definitely
nota must-seemovie.
(Geoffrey Takacs)

van Larwick and his crew on the
African Serengeti. It follows the
life of a young leopard from infancy to adulthood. The film was
not scripted in any way, and all
of the animals filmed were wild,
untamed creatures. The drama
ofthis film is much more appealing than many of the surreal stories currently at the box office.
“The Leopard Son” is one of the
few films in theaters now that is
both honest and painfully true to
life. (Matt Gaertner)
Lone Star — This film by
John Sayles is, in a word, brilliant. When Sheriff Sam Deeds
(Chris Cooper) finds a skeleton
and sheriffs badge just outside
of the Rio County town of
Frontera, he tries to the find out
to whom the skeleton belonged
to. Deeds proceeds to research
the town’s history, and in the
process looks into his own past,
whichis less thanstellar. During
his investigation, Deeds discoy-

Fly Away Home — Jeff
Daniels and
Anna Paquin
star as a father-daughter duo
who embark on an adventure
in aviation to save a flock of
wild geese. (Not reviewed.)

The Glimmer Man —

Steven Seagal stars in yet anotheraction flick, thistimeas a
Buddhist avenger who refuses
to use weapons but still manages to annilihate his enemies.
(Not Reviewed)

Courtesy of Paramount Pi
Diane Keaton and Bette Midler star as bitter divorcees plotting revenge on their
respective husbands in “The First Wives Club.”

Grace of My Heart — Produced by Martin Scorsese,
“Grace of My Heart” embraces
the tried and true formula of
the “artist-turned-star” film.
Illeana Douglasstars as Edna
Buxton, a woman whose dream

GR

El

La

Basquiat— If you want to be
famous and live in New York,
the thing to do is to go up to
Andy Warhol while he is eating
and show him some of your
work. That way, he will recognize you when you really get
famous, and you can impress all
your friends.
“Basquiat” is about a young
man and struggling artist named
Jean Michel Basquiat (nobody
seems to know the real way to
pronounce his name) who wants
to become famous, and, when he
finally does, he alienates his girlfriend and some of his buddies
from his days.
One is left with the question:
Was Basquiat exploited and
hyped by the white-establish* ment art world — including
Warhol himself — or was he a
genuinely talented artist? It also
demonstrates how fleeting fame
can be, and how much some
people desire it, which is a lot.
(Aaron Donovan)

Big Night — Warm, fuzzy
moovie starring Minnie Driver
(“Circle of Friends”) and
Isabella
viewed)

Rossellini.

(Not

re-

Bound—see review pagelG
Brother of Sleep —
viewed.

Alonso star in this film that revolves around obsessive sex, love
and freams. (Not Reviewed)
Cold Comfort Farm—A city
girl from
London
(Kate
Beckinsale) moves into her
relative’ s rural farm, brightening
their lives in the process. (Not
reviewed)
Courage Under Fire— Capt.
Karen Walden (Meg Ryan), a
pilotin who was killed
in the Gulf
War, is being considered as the
recipient of the Medal of Honor.
Col. Nat Serling (Denzel
Wahington) is given the task of
researching the incident which

brought Walden to the attention
of her superiors.
Told in the
Roshomon style of filmmaking
(that is, one incident told from
many different viewpoints). Itis
impossible to believe Meg Ryan
in a tough role, that is, she is
perfect at the romantic comedy
genre and should stay withit. The
film is not as moving as it could
have been, and while Denzel gave
a good performance, as healways
does, the film was, at best, mediocre. (Elizabeth C. Raposo)

Not re-

Emma — In what seems to be
one of the more popular Hollywood trends, yet another Jane
Austen novel has been made into
a movie. This time, Gwyneth
Paltrow

stars

as

Emma

Woodhouse, the matchmaker of
Highbury, England. Living with
her father, Emma makes a profes-

sionoutof getting people together.
Emma soon realizes that she cannot forever try to control the uncontrollable. Her friendship with
John
Knightly
(Jeremy
Northam) stays constant throughout the movie, and it is the ateach-other’s-throats dynamic between Paltrow and Northam that
make the film worthwhile.
One usually cannot lose puttingaJane Austennovel on screen,
However, while the script might

“have been better with some trimming, Paltrow is a perfect Emma.
For those of you who can’t stand
period films and don’t want to
shell out the cash to see this in
theaters, rent “Clueless,” which

did a perfect job of recreating the
novel. (ECR)

Extreme Measures
— Hugh
Grant stars in this suspense
thiriller, which was coincidentally

produced by his significant other,
Elizabeth Hurley.
Costarring
Gene Hackman and Sarah Jessica Parker. (Not Reviewed).

Curdled — see review page

Damon:
Bulletproof
—
Wayans and Adam Sandler
take a break from their usual
comedy acts to star in an action
movie. (Not reviewed)

Caught
—
Edward James
Olmosand Maria Conchita

Dadetown— Not reviewed.
D3:

The

Mighty

Ducks

—

Emilio Estevez returns for the
third installment of the adolescent hockey film series. (Not
Reviewed)

Fargo — The Cohen brothers
strike again. This time it is black
comedy all around. A local car
salesmanina small towninMichigan has his wife kidnapped. He
employs a short whiny kidnapper
(Steve Buscemi) and his partner
to do the job. The kidnapping
goes awry and let’s just say that

is to be a singer. Once she is
discovered as a songwriter by
asleazy, wig-wearing manager
(John Turturro), her songs top
the charts and she becomes a
star. But as the story drags on,
itbecomes unclearas to whether
the film is telling the story of an
artist, or actually poking fun at
the stereotypical plot which is
being used. (Cindy Schweer)
Infinity
— see review page
3G
Last Man Standing
— This
gritty old fashioned western
starsBruce Willis (“Die Hard,”
“Pulp Fiction”) as John Smith,

a drifter who makes his way to
a troubled Texas town during
the days of prohibition. The film
has all the classic elements of
gunplay common to the John
Wayne-Clint Eastwood era, but

lacks any type of creativity in
the screenplay.
Smithis evading federal prosecution and on his way to
Mexico when he happens upon
the desolate ghost-town of Jericho, Texas, whichhasbeenovertaken by two gangs fighting for
sole possession of the lucrative
alcohol trade. The story has
great potential, but the direction of the film diminishes the
plot to outmoded dialogue and
gratuitous violence. At no time
is the movie’s bland nature more
evident than the disappointing
climax. Instead, the conclusion,

like most of the action preceding it, just comes up short.(Matt
Gaertner)
The Leopard Son — Hugo
van Larwick brings relief from
big screen hoaxes with this
documentary, filmed entirely by

Show
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over, breaks down

a door, and

jumps off a balcony; the usual
ingredients to his movies. Basically, the whole movies one big
celebration of how tough Van
Damme is, and it does the job.
Butifyou have never cared much
for Van Damme, nothing in this

movie will change your mind.
(Micah Sachs)
Mission: Impossible — Director Brian DePalma returns
to his pre-“Rasing Cain” formin
this adaptation of the television
classic. The original TV show
featured an ensemble effort. The
film features the star-power of
Tom Cruise. How do you reconcile the two? It is easy, really
—
kill the rest of the IMF team in
the first twenty minutes. Harbor
noillusions, thisis Cruise’s show.
(Patrick Hruby)
The Nutty Professor —
Eddie Murphy is back (thank
you, oh mighty movie gods!),
playing not only obese professor
Sherman
Klump
but the
slimmed-down Buddy Love and
five other characters inthe movie.
Klump experiments with gene
therapy, using himself as the
guinea pig in a lab experiment
that turns him into his svelte
alter ego, Love. This pro-fat
movie portrays the thin Buddy
Love as a cruel antithesis of the
kind and self-effacing Klump.
Murphy plays gigolo Buddy
Love with as much perfection as
he plays the sweet professor.
Jada Pinkett co-stars as a colleague of the professor’s and as
Buddy Love’s love interest. The
best parts of the movie include
plenty of latex and the following
line: “Why thank you. I’m fatter
— I mean, flattered.” The Nutty
Professor is definitely phat.
(ECR)
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A Time to Kill

Do —
—

black man’s (Samuel

see

When a
L. Jack-

son) young daughteris raped, he
gets revenge by killing the two
white men who raped her. Jake
Brigance (rising star Matthew
McConaughey) ayoungandidealistic lawyer, defends him. With

“A Time to Kill,” John Grisham
puts another legal thriller up on
screen, this time with Joel
Schumacher directing. The film
focuses on racial ténsion in its
small Southern town setting, and
succeeds in that endeavor. With
a supporting cast that includes
Sandra Bullock, Oliver Platt
and Kevin Spacey, “A Time to
Kill” is well worth your time.
(ECR)
Trainspotting — Movies
about heroin do not typically
spell
F-U-N,
but
“Trainspotting” is both grittily
real and hysterically funny. The
movie chronicles the story of
four friends in Scotland —
Renton

(Ewan

McGregor),

Sick Boy (Johnny Lee Miller),
Spud

(Ewen

Bremner)

and

Begbie (Robert Carlyle) —
whose lives revolve around
shooting up. Renton narrates
most of the film, describing to

the audience the experience of
shooting heroin with the memorable line “Take the best orgasm you’ve ever had, multiply
it by 1,000 and you’re still no-

where near.”
Retween vivid scenes of the
friends-shoeting heroin, the dir
rector keeps the audience going with superb dialogue (Sick
Boy only talks about Sean
Connery as James Bond) and
excellent acting. Don’t let
“Trainspotting” fool you,
though: While the films full of
witty and funny dialogue, it by
no means contributes to the ultra-chic romanticization of
heroin that is the current fad.
(ECR)
When Harry Met Sally—
Anyone who was breathing during the 1980’s can’t help but
fondly recall this romantic comedy. It tells the story of two
friends (Billy CrystalandMeg
Ryan) who try to remain platonic, even though the rest of
the world knows they are destined for one another. Though
the film is most remembered
for its tender love story, the
“delicatessan orgasm” scene is
reason alone to shell out three
bucks. (Stephanie Gatton)
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pull together the makings of an
interesting character. Yet
Bertolucci cuts his screen time in
favor of a completely gratuitous
sex scene for Liv Tyler. This
movie really had potential, but
Bertolucci’s decisions and
Tyler’s lack of ability blow it.
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That Thing You
Do—
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9:50
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Maximum Risk —

Claude Van Damme vehicle
which casts the star as identical
twins. He knocks some people

Infinity—
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9:45
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ers truths about his father (Matthew McConaughey) thatmake
him regret starting in the first
place.
Throughout the course of the
movie, Sayles shows how people
struggle with their past-—atone
moment embracing their personal history and seconds later
rejecting it completely. Sayles
beautifully dances between both
emotions in “Lone Star,” painting vivid pictures of his charac-

a little disappointed. However,
“She’s the One,” the new Ed
The Postman— An excellent
Burns’ (“Brothers McMullen”)
date movie, this Italian romance
flick still comes through with
has been playing for what must
enough laughs and enough imbe some kind of record
— for at
possible situations for it to be a
leasta yearnow. Itis currently in
some sort of cinematic longevity . reasonably good romantic comedy.
3
marathon at the Key.
“She’s the One” is basically a
A sweet and occasionally bitromantic comedy, which means
ter film about a barely literate
that you must suspend all disbepostman’s friendship with exlief. This muddled love affair
iled Chilean poet Pablo Neruda,
could have turned outcheesy and
played with comedic cool by
sentimental, but Burns’ crisp
Phillipe Noiret. The postman,
writing and witty lines help pull
Mario, is hired specifically to
off an enjoyable, although less
deliver Neruda’s fan mail on the
scenic and remote Italian isle of than spectacular, film.
“She’s the One” is basically a
Capri, and is played byMassimo
typical date movie. It won’t go
Troisi, who died of a heart atdown as one of the truly great
tack 12 hours after filming for
romantic comedies like “Bull
the movie finished.
Durham” or “Say Anything,” but,
Troisi plays aman entirely unintheend, it’sa hell of alot better
schooled in love, and when he is
than “Pretty Woman.” (John
smitten by a beautiful local barKeenan)
maid he goes to Neruda for help
in wooing her. Neruda avoids
The Spitfire Grill — This
writing Mario’s lines for him but
drama details the life a young
gives him elementary schooling
woman, Percy, after she is rein the poetry of love. When
leased from prison. She moves to
Neruda leaves the island, Mario
a small town where the owner of
is left with his bride and memoa grill gives her a second chance
ries of the kindhearted poet’s
at life. She mustovercome a numfriendship. Noiret does a good
berofchallenges that arise due to
job of supporting Troisi’s amazher arrival.
ingly touching performance, and
Because of the rampant gosthe backdrop of Capri’s rugged
sip in the small town, she is soon
beauty adds to the movie as well.
exposed as an ex-convict, makIn Italian with subtitles. (AC)
ing her life as an outsider even
more difficult. Soon, the grill
Purple Noon — This “Martin
owner’s protective nephew deScorsese Presentation” stars
cides that Percy is a threat to his
Alain Deion. (Not Reviewed)
aunt. Meanwhile, an essay contest has been started, the prize
Rendezvous in Paris —Eric
being the Spitfire Grill. With 100
Rohmer’smoviedeals with love
dollars and a brief essay telling
and eventual romantic disapwhy they wanted the grill, anypointment in Paris. (Not reone could have a chance to win.
viewed)
As the money accumulates, the
nephew suspects that Percy is
Rich Man’s Wife — A quirky
plotting to steal it. In the latter
twist ending is just about the
halfofthe movie the viewerlearns
only unpredictable event in this
about Percy’s past — specifimovie.
cally why she was in prison —
Needless
to say, Josie
and why the grill owner has been Potenza’s (Halle Berry) marso secretive about her own past.
riage to Tony, (Christopher
This is a powerful drama, with a
McDonald)
her alcoholic,
touch of suspense, that will have
work-obsessed husband, is failanyone fighting back tears. (Matt
ing. When Tony leaves town,
Reilein)
“bad guy” Cole Wilson (Peter
Greene) enters the picture and
Stealing Beauty — A movie
proceeds to murder him and
that relies solely on breathtaking
blackmail the new widow,
scenes of Italy and Liv Tyler’s
threatening to tell the police that
beauty is just not worth seeing.
she set him up to kill her husThe plot is more or less acceptband. The endingis by no means
able: a 19 year-old girl travels to
redeeming, and leaves the audiItaly four years after her mother’s
ence with nothing but confused
death to live among artists, expalooks. (Kathleen Nugent)
triates and playwrights, all friends
of her mother living on an estate
The Rock—In this early sumin the Italian countryside. The
mer thriller,
Ed Harrisprotrays
visit soon-becomes a mission to
a former covert action officer
lose her virginity and find her
who takes over Alcatraz along
biological father. The characters
with his own committed group
in the movie are purposely given
of Marines and enough stolen
little time to develop so as to
chemical weapons to kill the encreate an atmosphere of mystery.
tire population of San Francisco.
Tyler’s character is the only one
Working on the side of the govthe camera consistently follows,
ernment to stop the release of the
yet its‘function is more to focus
weapons is an FBI chemical speon her face than to experience her
cialist, (Nicholas Cage). To asacting abilities (Which are nonexsist in penetrating Alcatraz unistent, as even director Bernardo
detected, the government reBertolucci seems to realize). Her
leases Sean Connery’s characlooks are perfect for the part but
ter from prison, because he was
her delivery is simply unsatisfythe only person to escape from
ing. The search for her biological
Alcatraz. The movie climaxes
father is unfortunately subordiwhen Cage and Connery lose all
nate to her quest for womanhood.
support troops and must deactiIn the end, a film that had the
vateall of Harris’s weapons. Depotential to be an interesting inspite the odd premise, the movie
sight into some eccentric personsucceeds as a political-military
action feature. (Jeff Goldstein) _ alities and the combination of
them on a commune turns into a
girl’s coming-of-age story and
She’s the One — When a
her bad luck with guys. The mamovie stars both Jennifer
jor plus to “Stealing Beauty” is
Aniston andCameron Diazbut
Jeremy Irons who, inthe limited
has no nudity, one would generscreen time he has, manages to
ally leave the theater more than
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Bloody
Good
Time
By Elias Soussou
HOY A Staff Writer

Georgetown University Seniors
to Discuss

When blood from a human body
curdles, it coagulates into a soft, semisolid or solid mass.
Do we need to know this? The answer
is obvious: we don’t. The subject of this
film,

however

—

a woman

a

named

Gabriela, played by Angela Jones, makes
it her obsession to know morbid details
of murder such as these, presumably,
because it adds intrigue to her otherwise
banal life.
Her obsession involves a scrapbook of
newspaper clippings describing the most

g7
Courtesy Miramax Films

recent serial murder cases, as well as a

job with the “Post-Forensic Cleaning
Service,” a company that cleans up the
mess left behind from murder scenes.
Gabriela’s job provides her with an
excellent opportunity to gain access to
the crime scenes of the most notorious
serial murders in Miami, where she
moved to after growing up in Colombia
and witnessing a bloody killing. The
crime scenes allow her to dramatically
recreate murders in her mind, satisfying
her thirst for macabre melodrama. It is
Gabriela’s taste for murder which leads
her into a theatrical encounter with the
serial killer himself, played by William
Baldwin.
:
The confrontation between Gabriela
and Baldwin’s character towards the end
of the film is spectacular because it underscores their shared love and authority
regarding the small details of murder.
Like two chess masters deeply engaged
in a game, they play their roles instinctively and skillfully, according to their
individual passions. While Baldwin’s
obsession is the act of murder, Gabriela

INVESTMENT BANKING

‘OPPORTUNITIES

“AT THE FIRM
Chai

re

is obsessed with the complete experience of murder.
This dark comedy finds humor in the
absurdity of Gabriela’s character. Her

Angela Jones and William Baldwin in the Tarantino produced “Curdled.”
Baldwin, who has appeared in such films

obsession is admittedly perverse, yet its
abnormality is masked by an innocent
charm and an infantile sense of curiosity
which makes her fixation appear disturbing, yet acceptable.
Nearly every aspect of Gabriela’s character, including her habit of chewing
gum, her embarrassment upon receiving
akiss from a man, and her affinity for the
details of the fairy tale Hansel and Gretel
project an air of childish naivete and
innocence. As a result, it is easy to dismiss her unusual behavior as mere
child’s-play and laugh at her passionate
displays of curiosity inmurder, such asin
a scene in which she takes part in an
inane debate surrounding the issue of
whether or not heads that are chopped off
can still speak.
This independent film features an unusual combination of raw and experienced talent. The director of this film,
Reb

Braddock,

conceived

as “Sliver” and “Internal Affairs,” fills

therole ofa lady-killer perfectly. Angela
Jones, who made her feature film debut

as the murder-obsessed taxi driver in
“Pulp Fiction,” was a great fit for the
character of Gabriela. Finally, Daisy
Fuentes’ MTV veejay experience serves
her well in the role of one of Gabriela’s
bubbly, gossipy co-workers, Clara.
Angela Jones’ performance as Gabriela
provides a refreshingly humorous approach to murder. Lest one forget Quentin
Tarantino’s role in this film as executive
producer, the sick and twisted nature of

the murder in “Curdled” is characteristic
of Tarantino’s style.
As proven in the past, a Tarantino film

is one of the few films in which you will
strangely find yourself laughing during
scenes which

depict death. This truth,

contrary to reason and logic, is what
makes “Curdled” a genuinely enjoyable
dark comedy. Despite its low budget,
“Curdled” deserves credit for a thoroughly entertaining and amusing stroll
through the dark side of murder.

of this film

with producer John Maass while they
were both students at Florida State University. The two clearly selected the actors with specific roles in mind. William

Don’t Judge it by the Title
Synthetic Pleasures Looks Toward the Future for Science
By Charlie Prince
Special to The HOYA

Man was thrown out of the garden?
Fine, he’ll create his own. And what’s
more, he’ll make it better, as will women

and any combination of the two. People
have been creating alternate realities for
yearsnow, and they re not far from creat-

ing biological things too.
Does it sound like people think they’re
omnipotent? Director Ima Lee and producer George Gund of “Synthetic Pleasures,” thought so, and they think people
areapproaching that point. Not only that,
they think it’s a good thing.
In a documentary-style discussion of
the oncoming cyberspacerevolution, virtual reality, nanotechnology and a variety of other artificial creations, “Synthetic Pleasures” is a deeply philosophical and, at times, theological probing of
the limits of technology. But don’texpect

an action-packed thriller, or even any
kind of aplot. “Synthetic Pleasures” isan
intellectual and straightforward discussion of where we want to go as a society.
“The film takes off from the idea that
mankind’s effort to tap the power of
nature has been so successful that a new
world is suddenly emerging, an artificial
reality” wonders a voice in the press
release for the film.
Difficultto swallow? Food for thought:
current virtual environments including
indoor beaches and ski ranches in Japan
and

are shuffled together with sensually thrilling examples of technology that already

exists. Looking at mankind’s ability. to
synthetically alter the human body with
piercing, dyed hair, plastic “beauty” and
synthetic organs, questions pour forth at
the viewer, like the considered the possibility that this generation’s children won’t
die? When technology produces artificial organs that are better than nature’s,
will people transcend life?

«wv

“Synthetic Pleasures” is both frightening and hard to dismiss, with thoughtprovoking questions going back to the
age-old splitting of mind and matter. How
much of “reality” really exists today, and
how it compares to the offered paradise of
the synthetic world is a judgement left to
the viewer, challenging everyone to prove
the need for anything natural. For anyone
ready to tour the artificial world, “Synthetic Pleasures” will be playing for one
week only at the Key Theater.

the varieties of lifelike, thematic

settings that make up Las Vegas. From
air-conditioning to completely artificial
environments, “Synthetic Pleasures” discusses the possibility of creating designer
realities that are more real than the life
that surrounds us.
On-screen shots of prominent cybernetics and philosophical experts discussing various philosophical possibilities
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Weezer Indulges
By Clay Risen
HOYA Staff Writer

Weezer has always been
about four regular guys who,
confronted with sudden

9

fame,

bare their emotions without any arrogant
superstar pretenses. But unlike its multiplatinum eponymous release, Weezer's
second album, “Pinkerton,” is a more

mature-sounding, more brazen approach
to their everyday lives. Unfortunately,
Weezer’s experimentation flies high at
times; at other times it falls flat.
Unlike
the
previous
album,
“Pinkerton” has a much heavier sound,

combining slow bass lines with a lot of
distortion, reminiscent of Frank Black or

even some of the more experimental
grunge bands. “Pinkerton” also represents adifferent lyrical tack forthe band—
they are much more concerned with love
and relationships than with the diverse
subjects of their first album,
J
|

K

&
ae

|

as in the

abusive father of “Say it Ain’t So” or the
quirky “Undone — The Sweater Song.”
Whereas the songs on the first album were
primarily about growing up and being
accepted, lead singer Rivers Cuomo focuses “Pinkerton” almost exclusively on
sex, love and relationships.
Many of the lyrics are more blatant, as
in the first song “Tired of Sex.” Gone are
Weezer’s previous attempts to couch their
discussions of love and relationships behind metaphors; in their place are such

Waxing

lyrics as “Friday night °
I’m makin’ Therese /
Saturday night I'm
makin’ Louise / So why
can’t I be making love?”
This song is also indicative of their attempt to
useheavier guitar sounds

Ecstatic
Perched atop a stage light, vocalist Christopher Hall twice surfed the seas of the

By Bill Jordan
HOYA Staff Writer

B

Though the connection between fake leather and industrial bands seems odd, it certainly exists, as was proven by Stabbing
Westward at the 9:30 Club Saturday
night. Wearing enough leather to have

and distortion, which in

this case makes them
sound more like a teenage garage band than serious artists.
The main problem
with “Pinkerton” is that
it’s clearly a different
musical and lyrical tack
for the band, yet it falls
into a musical rut time
Patrick Wilson, Matt Sharp, Rivers Cuomo and Brian
after time. Unlike the
aforementioned Frank
Black, Weezer doesn’t really do any- - with the admission that for all the glories
of fame, Cuomo envies the life of this
thing with their heavy distortion sound.
young fan more than she could possibly
Especially on “Getchoo,” their hardest
envy his. “The Good Life” is concerned
song, the repetition of chords and distorwith much the same question — is fame
tion gets old fast.
Several of the songs also take on the
better than anonymity? Unfortunately,
fame and fortune are not the sort of subsubject band’s fast rise to fame— almost
jects that an everyday schmoe could listoo many. The best song on the album—
ten to and say “I feel your pain, dude.”
and most like those on their first release
Weezer does well keeping to the main
— “Across the Sea” is an introspective
topic ofthealbum— whatisthe difference
inversion of life from a fan’s view: “You
between sex and love and how you can
heard me on the radio / About a year ago
have both. Some of the songs, like “Tired
/ You wanted to know all about me/ And
of Sex” and the Cars-like “Why Bother?”
my hobbies / And my birthday / Why are
take this question head-on, while others,
you so faraway from me?” The song ends

killed a whole herd of fake cows, Stab-

bing Westward
mostly with cuts
“Wither Blister
these guys were
Starting out

tore through a set filled
from their second album
Burn and Peel.” And
just the opening act.
the show was grunge

| wanna-be Agnes Gooch. Following
Gooch was punk band Joykiller, whose
leather jackets brought out memories of
the Ramones at their worst. Even for just
$10, these two bands couldn’t sell out a
Henle apartment, but when teamed with
| Stabbing Westward and Sponge, they
played a sold out 9:30 Club.
Stabbing Westward graced the stage
next, playing a powerful, and mostly
live, industrial set. Playing tracks from
“Wither Blister Burn and Peel” and their
debut “Ungod,” Stabbing Westward got
the sellout crowd into the show. Versions
ofrecenthits “What Do I Haveto Do” and
“Shame” — which the band closed with
— came off sounding near or above album quality.
Unfortunately some other songs were
marred by unintentional feedback.

Courtesy of DGC

Bell of Weezer.
such as “Pink Triangle” are a little more
humorous. “Pink Triangle” takes an offbeat approach— Cuomo has finally found
the perfect girl after years of superficial
flings, only to find that she is a lesbian. He
sings “If everyone’s a little queer / Why
can’t she be a little straight?” The irony is
that he has admittedly “scorched a few” in
his time, but gets burned himself when he
finally wants to take a stab at areal, loving
relationship.
But at the heart of the album is the
same old band— a few unassuming guys
talking out their feelings, and this is what
saves “Pinkerton” from mediocrity.

9:30 Club crowd, the second of which

landed him on the floor. The simplicity of
the riffs used in industrial music— along
with what was at times as many as three
guitarists onstage — makes such enthusiasm and craziness quite simple. However, Stabbing Westward did well to psych
the crowd up for headliners Sponge.
Sponge began its set exactly as it began its second album, “Wax Ecstatic,”
playing the first three tracks in order at
the start of the show. Running onstage at
the beginning of their set, lead singer
Vinnie Dombroski jumped right off the
stage, crowd surfing back in to begin the
vocals for “My Purity.”
The band’s enthusiasm continued
throughout the entire set, with high points
coming during songs off the band’s previous album “Rotting Pinata.” Tracks
such as “Plowed” and “Raining” came
off well live, though the true highlight of
the show was the band’s cover of Pink
Floyd’s “Wish You Were Here.”
Saturday’s show featured two bands
touring in support of their second albums, and neither disappointed. Though
Sponge’s “Wax Ecstatic” has yet to garner a great deal of airplay the way their
first album “Rotting Pinata” did, with

live sets like their 9:30 appearance Saturday night, the band no doubt will
become more popular soon.

Connells’ Fan Following Still Strong After Disappointing Devastation
By John Roche and Rob Cheron
HOYA Staff Writers

qv

Back on tour in the United

CW

States for the first time in nearly

three years, Raleigh-based act
The Connells took the stage
last Wednesday night at the 9:30 Club to
promote their fifth TVT Records release
— their sixth overall — entitled “Weird
Food and Devastation.”
Tapping a seemingly endless supply
of energy, the band played to an enthusiastic group of about 500 fans — not just
teenyboppers or flannel-clad twentysomethings. either, but grown, educated

Wimberley — has been a cult favorite for
over 12 years.
The sound from the sextet’s latest release has clear deviations from their traditional upbeat, melodic rhythms that
has made their music so distinguishable.
The band used these songs to open the
show.
The first track they featured was their
latest single, “Fifth Fret.” Although the
single has not gotten the air time the
band

hoped

for,

according

to

Mike

Connell, the loyal audience was as receptive as ever, continually jumping
about throughout the song.
:
After several tracks from the new al-

mellow “’74-’75” and “Hotel” forming

the musical climax of the evening.
A larger number of fans at
Wednesday’s show were familiar with
the band’s older material. The cuts from

lodic, guitar-driven works that had everyone at least tapping a foot or bopping
a head.
}
The band closed out the show with

the crowd.

some of their more popular works the

consistently wrote most of the band’s

Potak. Therest ofthe band— the Connell
lead singer Doug MacMillan, guitarist
George Huntley, and drummer Peele

Simple Word,” however, they had a disagreement with TVT records. The dispute was settled after “setting things
back about a year, year and a half” according to Mike Connell.
The Connells then promptly released
what would become their most popular

several songs that were not included on
“Weird Food.” “With everyone writing

rial. These songs were more of what the

“Weird Food,” however; still met with

Connells

acceptance, gaining wild applause from
Part of this new

sound

on

“Weird Food” comes from the fact that
almost all of the band’s members wrote
at least one track, whereas Mike Connell

Qe v

selling independent LP and brought
the band to new heights in both the
United States Europe.
“The reason for the length of time
between ‘Ring’ and this record was [success] overseas

in Europe,” said Mike

Connell, in reference to the tour the band
did all last year. “We realized that a
situation like that might never present
itself again, so we decided it was in our
best interest to get over there.”
The band’s success was highlighted
by the melancholy single “’74-°75,”
the video for which appeared consis-

songsnow ...whenitcametimeto choose
which songs made it onto this record, we
just had a lot more to choose from.”
The Connells’ pace in producing
records has slowed down since the 1980s,
when they released their first four records
in six years, amassing a huge under-

BE

1990 release, “One

album, “Ring,” which was the largest-

—Mike Connell

their newest member, keyboardist Steve
brothers, Mike on guitar and Dave bass,

nopolized things,” said Mike, who wrote

After the band’s

enough.”

bum, the band moved on to older matefor, strongly me-

ground following.

“A big criticism of the band over the years
has been that we don’t change things up

rock ’n’ roll mavens like the band members themselves.
This is the band’s second tour with

are known

older songs.
“The first few records I sort of mo-

Onna
ie

3

BRN HAN
oh
5
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tently in MTV Europe’s top ten list and
was a top-ten Billboard hit in thirteen
countries, according to Mike

somber,” according to Mike, and aren’t

really reflective of the energy that accrued such a loyal following for the

band.
“A big criticism of the band over the
years has been that we don’t change
things up enough,” Mike said. “Part of
what we were trying to do [on ‘Weird
Food’] was convince ourselves ... that
we could shake things up a little bit.”

SESE

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
AT F. SCOTT’S
SUNDAY, OCTOBER
7-9 PM

6

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE MAJORS
OF ALL AGES WELCOME
BUSINESS

CASUAL

Connell,

who brought out an acoustic guitar when
the band performed the song Wednesday.
The track features a gritty guitar
intro — “the kind of sound we get
when we play live,” Mike Connell
said — as well as brilliant vocal harmonies on the song’s choruses and
MacMillan’s riveting high pitches.
A lot of the songs on the latest album are “a little somber. Maybe too
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Soft-Core Kittens’ Fail to Meet Their Punk Promise
By Charlie Prince
Special to The HOYA

The best thing Mercury
Records’ new band, The
Chainsaw Kittens, has to offer
is its name.
Despite the band’s aggressive sounding name, The Chainsaw Kittens are
surprisingly soft. Their press release describes their sound as a “unique combination of fragile melodies, twisted lyrics,
raw

and powerful

guitars and lovely,

hummable pop choruses,” which is one
way of putting it. Another way would be
acombination of boring, simple rhythms,
bland vocals, and remarkably stupid lyr-

ics.
The music is unique, however painful
it is to listen to. With a light and very
alternative sound, their songs have a way
of sticking in your head like a bad theme
song. Some of the more upbeat songs

For a Good Cause

have a bad Oasis feel to them, like the

Album Benefits NABCO, Not Listeners

second track, “Heartcatch Thump,” but

mostevidentisthe influence ofthe Smashing Pumpkins.
In addition to touring with the Smashing Pumpkins, The Chainsaw Kittens
have switched from Mammoth to
Scratchie Records, partly owned by
Smashing Pumpkins members James Tha
and D’Arcy. Itisapparently largely thanks
to their influence that The Chainsaw
Kittens’ new release is better then their
previous two on Mammoth.
The Chainsaw Kittens met up in Oklahoma, and despite frequently alternating

latest

Home” does feature Peter Gabriel, but

HOYA Staff Writer

is “Women

for Women

2,”

which will raise money for the National Alliance of Breast Cancer Organizations (NABCO).
No one can argue with this album’s
noble intentions, although the taste of
putting “Don’t Let the Sun Go Down
on Me” with the words “Don’t dis-

lineups, have settled on Tyson Meade on
vocals, Trent Bell on guitar, Matt Johnson

on bass and Eric Harmon on drums. The
combination does not provide the listener with anything terribly interesting.
The Chainsaw Kittens have along way to
go before they become anything worth
purchasing.

Who knew when “We
Are the World” came out in
1985 that it would start a
chain of benefit albums? One of the

fectly on one of Grant’s Christian pop
albums, as it is neither truly religious
nor musically sound. Joan Osborne’s
“Lumina” lends support to the belief
that Osborne knows neither how to
write lyrics or play multiple chords.
Joy Askew’s “I’m Still Looking Fora

By Kate James

card me, just because I think I mean
;

;

:

Chainsaw Kittens fail to deliver on their punk promise.

Courtesy Mercury

=

Record

you harm,” on an album dedicated to
breast cancer is questionable.
“Women for Women 2” boasts a
wide variety of artists, from Amy Grant
and the Indigo Girls to Tina Turner.

:

Other albums by various artists, like

“Red, Hot & Blue” have combined
this diverse a group successfully, but
“Women” does not.
It starts off strong with Celine
Dion’s “Send Me a Lover” and Jann
Arden’s hit single “Insensitive.” By
track four, Grant’s “Helping Hand,”
the album begins to fizzle. “Helping
Hand” sounds like it would fit per-

With The se Fares,
~ Your Car Won't

Je

Gabriel’s usually strong, clear voice
sounds muffled on the track.
Vanessa Williams helps redeem
the album with “Sister Moon.” Williams’ beautiful voice belongs in a
1940’s lounge, though, and not here.

Lauren Christy’s “25 Back Then” provides a strong follow through. Closingthealbum, Turner provesthatshe’ll
never goes out of style by finishing off
the album strongly with “All Kinds of
People.”
In addition to music, “Women for
Women 2” provides information about
breast cancer on the insert. It fails to
mention many important facts, though,
like the number of women afflicted,

the effects of pesticides or the hereditary nature of the cancer. If you're
considering buying this album to help
in the fight against breast cancer, it’s

probably better to just donate money
to NABCO.

Have'Io Survive A'Irip
To New York.

De

Just
To The Airport.

Sw

Courtesy of Mercury Records

wie

Joan Osborne adds an unimpressive song to “Women For Women

Rage-like Sound on Dead Language
By Daniel Woolpert
Special to The HOYA
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you want to go. Manhattan’s waiting
folks, you can sleep on the way back.
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A Delta

Okay boys and girls, can
you say, “The next Rage

NY

Against]

more

truthful,

are heavy,

respective
bands’
lead
ingers
Downset’s vo-

bands share, and it

just so happens that
calist, Rey, is
Downset is good
Latino and sings
enough to pull off
about the probtheir act without
: lems of discrimicompromising
nation in the
their own sound.
Courtesy of Mercury Records
United States, as
The album starts
off with an excerpt from a Martin Luther
well as covering topics such as AIDS
King Jr. speech, and then kicks right
and drug abuse. Downset has a more
into the first full-length song, “Emstraight-forward heavy metal sound than
Rage Against the Machine, and this
power.” This song sounds more like
helps give the band its own identity. The
Rage than any other track on the album,
band members play their songs with
with rap-like vocals sung over intergood musical proficiency and convicspersed guitar riffs. After a very heavytion. Their album is a must for all fans of
sounding “Eyes Shut Tight,” the second
hard-hitting music.
song written in Rage-format comes along
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rest of the songs

Downset is not a |
copy band of Rage.
However, there are
many characteristics which the two

travel.
Passenger Facility Charges of up to $24, depending on fare type, are not-included. Reservations must be confirmed and tickets purchased at least three days prior to travel for $51 fare. Except for $51 fare, fares valid for travel only
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coupons not valid if detached from book. Refunds available with penalties. Seats are limited. Fares subject to change without notice. ©1996 Delta Air Lines, Inc.

The

angry, and carry
a bit of the rap/
dance elements
which characterize the Rage
: sound. There is

You'll love the way we fly
eS

— “Keep on Breathing.” During the
verses, the guitar riff moves from a
muted sound to playing louder and
louder until exploding into the chorus.

the Machine is
uponus?”...Iknew &
you could. Well, to
- be

and catch a flight to
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of town, abandon your buggy
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Upside to Downset
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We've been there.

(202) 337-6464
http/www.ciee.org/travel.htm
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ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

.

Theta

Phi Alpha
The

International History Honorary Society
announces its first meeting for the
- 1997

1996

year

Sunday, October 6
5.6 pm. inlCC 107
the
« initiation of members who were not able to attend
:
:
Spring induction ceremony,
« distribution of Spring membership certificates,
« induction of newly qualified candidates,
« election of 1996-97 slate of officers
« planning of activities for the current year
Refreshments

served

For further details, call: 687-6195; voice mail
will be answered through Sunday, October 6.

The

Bookstores-

Main (Leavey), Medical, and Law

will be closed Saturday, October 5, 1996 for inventory.

|

AUXILIARY SERVICES

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY =

|

y Awsoc iation/College Retirem

BOOKSTORES

|

Third Avenu ¢, New

Please accept our apologies for any inconvenience you may be caused. Thanks.

Hova ADS

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Cu

Not when you realize that your retirement

do now. And

Teach ers Insurance an
© 71996

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.8 million people in education and

that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $172,109* by the time
you

reach

age

65.

But

wait

ten years

and

to reach the same goal.

CALL 687 - 3947

to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you

you'll have to budget $219 each month

LET 'EM HEAR YOUR
REAL VOICE!!

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF

afford to save for retirement?

The truth is, you can't afford not to.

750

|

ent Equities Fund.

(Monday 10/7 for Medical and Law.)

York, NY

We will reopen Sunday, October 6, at regular times.

7

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Envollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
* Assuming an interest rate of 7% credited to TIAA Retirement Annucties.

This rate to wed wolely to show the power and effect of compounding. Lower or higher rates would

produce very different results. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Service..

MONITOR. COMPANY
Strategy Consulting
|

All Majors Welcome!

You are invited to meet with Monitor Consultants

Georgetown

University Confe

at an

Center

If you are interested in applying for the Consultant position, please submit a resume, cover
letter, and transcript to the Georgetown Career Center by Friday, November 22, 1996.
Please address your cover letter to:
Shannon Cahill
Monitor Company
25 First Street

Cambridge, MA

02141

ho

)
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The Harlem Renaissance Provides
Backdrop for Cleage’s Alabama Blues
By Brian Chebli
Specialto The HOYA

If boisterous comedy and unrelenting melodrama wrapped into one big
package is your cup of tea, then Pearl
Cleage’s play “Blues For an Alabama
Sky,” now at the Arena Stage, located
on 6th Street and Maine Avenue, is a

~ Courtesy of First Look Pictures
Matthew Broderick and Patricia Arquette star in “Infinity.” Broderick plays a young Richard Feynman.

Infinity’s Sad Saga Never Ends
By Andrew Curry
HOYA Staff Writer

Only Matthew Broderick
could take a story whose
events revolve around death
and make a touching, poignant romance
out of it. In “Infinity,” Broderick stars as
Richard Feynman, a physics prodigy and
eventual Nobel prize winner.

o

“Infinity,” set before and during the
chaotic years of World War II, tells of

Feynman'’s first love. The movie starts
with Feynman and his father in a park,
as his father explains momentum in
what turns out to be a sort of scientific
epiphany forthe young boy. The movie
then jumps to his teenage years, and
his first meeting with Arline
Greenbaum — played by Patricia
Arquette — who is introduced to the

viewer sitting at a piano banging out
an off-color tune to the great amusement
of a crowd of boys. Love at first sight, of

course.
Asthey grow up, moving through high
school and college, the two grow closer
together. Feynman’s genius at this point
is the most underplayed aspect of the
movie, with histime at MIT and Princeton
referred to only in passing. This serves
both to highlight Arline as the most important thing in his life and also to engage to audience with a focus on their
romance and not his science, which is

what he is most remembered for today.
As the movie progresses, however,
Feynman’srole asa brilliant— if young
— physicist becomes more important.
Shortly after his fiance is diagnosed with
tuberculosis, he is offered a position
working on the Manhattan Project, the

mid-World War II effort to build the
atomic bomb. As Arline grows sicker,
Feynmanisincreasingly burdened by the
both the destructive power of the bomb

and by his wife’s worsening condition.
“Irfinity,” which Broderick also directs, was written by Broderick ’s mother,
Patricia Broderick. As a result, the part

fits Broderick extremely well. His innocent charm lend credence to a portrayal
of a scientist not entirely engaged in the
real world. Patricia Arquette, a veteran of

difficult parts in movies as diverse as
“Beyond Rangoon” and “Ed Wood,” is
compelling as Arline — a character obviously deeply in love with her husband
but as far away from his world of theoretical physics as heis from her everyday
world. “Infinity” succeeds in telling an
emotional love story without overloading the audience with clichés.

Symphony
by Slatkin, Smooth as Ice
By W. Carter Gremp
HOYA Staff Writer

When the crowds entered the looming
lobby and then the big Symphony Hall of
the Kennedy Center, they applauded
Leonard Slatkin, music director of the

National Symphony Orchestra. Instead
of immediately raising his baton to the
orchestra, he first turned to thank the

o

audience.
Slatkin chose “Five Pieces for Orchestra, Opus 16” by Schoenberg and “Music
for the Flute and Orchestra, Opus 11” by
Maazel. The music was not harsh or
impersonal, as Beethoven’s great symphonies often are. The melodious combinations of instruments invited the audience to understand them.
Internationally known flautist James
Galway— from Belfast, Ireland— played
the flute in Maazel’s concerto in an individualistic style that soon separated itself from the orchestraand meandered on

the solo course that the composition

clearly intended.
After intermission, the symphony hall
somehow seemed smaller. Galway was
back with his own rendition of the
“Carmen Fantasy, Opus 25” by Francois
Borne. This piece was a variation of
Georges Bizet’s opera of the sametitle. It
has been popular for virtuosos of certain
instruments to arrange great works of
music in a complicated fashion in order
to display their talent, such as Franz
Liszt’s interpretation of Schubert melodies for the piano. Galway is no exception, as his quivering flute trilled and
warbled. He touched notes together that
took full advantage of the resonance of
the instrument.
The audience stood to applaud, and
before they could sit Galway came to the
stage and said he had an Irish tune for a
friend of his “who has had a very bad
day.” His version of “Danny Boy,” accompanied by the symphony, was as
sweetly simple as his previous performance had been complex. The audience

was clearly captivated— an elderly lady
even began to hum the bittersweet tune to
her husband in mid-performance.
The final piece was Maurice Ravel’s
“Bolero,”

an

infamous

work

that has

always been popular. Ravel’s comment
about his work’s notorious reputation
was, “I have written only one master-

piece. Thatis the ‘Bolero.’ Unfortunately,
it contains no music.”
That remark could be understood
through the symphony, which gains momentum, finally reaching a bludgeoning
crescendo just before it dies.
The NSO’s performance this weekend
provides audiences with an excellent
opportunity to hear several unique and
rarely performed musical styles, and is
well worth anyone’s time.
To attend this performance of the
NSO on Friday, Saturday or Tuesday
night, call 467-4600 for tickets. With a
student discount, seats are $10 and up.

GershonGives ‘Bound’ its Strength
he

BOUND, from p. 1G
“Bound” exists in a world of apartments — a setting that might be boring if the cinematographer were not
Bill Pope. Lending a distinctly film
noir-ish style to “Bound,” Pope creates one of the most visually unique

settings seen on film in years. Every
frame is interesting. Sometimes it is a
combination of camera angles — at
other times itis Pope’s use of darkness
that demonstrates how vital the cin-

“

ematographer can be to the tone, characters and themes of a film.
The camera in “Bound” does what the
character is feeling and even sometimes
directs the scene.

For example,

when

Violet is trying to escape from Caesar
she runs down the staircase and the cameraruns with her at a violent pace. Moreover, it is often the camera that is respon-

sible for heightening the tension in the
film. At one point when Violet calls
Corky, the camera follows the rings of
the phone by going over the telephone

lines.
“Bound” is both a well made and well
edited film. There are few scenes that
drag and it is a truly engaging movie
without resorting to the current equation
that most filmmakers use today: plot
twists plus more plot twists equals a
good movie.
This filmisnot only loaded with sexual
energy but it also has such a unique
visual style that ultimately is the real
reason why anyone would be tied to
“Bound.”

must-see. The typical clichés are all in
this piece, but the strength with which
they are delivered make them look almost fresh and new.
The play is set in the 1930s Harlem
renaissance. The main character is
Angel, usually played by Phylicia
Rashaad, but missing on this particu-

lar night because she was in New York
taping “Cosby.” Angel is a down-onher-luck blues singer who moves in
with her witty and stylish homosexual
costume designer named Guy (Mark
Young) after losing her job when her
lover, an Italian gangster boss, gets
married.
Into her life comes Leland (Hassan
El-Amin), an overly naive, straightarrow carpenter from the heart of the
South who seems to be the one who
could save this provocative damsel in
distress. Of course, things get more
complicated.
Across the hall from Guy lives Delia
(Deidre Henry), a shy, responsible 25year-old virgin trying to open a controversial family planning clinicin Harlem.
Sam (Wendell Wright) is the fast-living, alcohol-consuming doctor who
likes to “let the good times roll.” He
ends up helping Delia and explains to
her why she is meeting opposition to
the clinic. Ashe putsit, alot of the folks
in Harlem see birth control and family
planning as “white women teaching
colored women how to stop making
babies.”
Cleage displays her talent as a storytellerand playwright, andthe cast gives
arobust, high-energy performance. Angel (performed by understudy Marguerite Hannah) plays the role of a battleweary survivor well, but Hannah lacks
the naturally seductive qualities
Rashaad

has, which

bodes

well

However, the show is stolen by Mark

Young. Young’s character, Guy, who
could have been stereotypically portrayed as the usual witty, sharp tongued,
stylish and strong-willed homosexual,
is taken to a higher level by Young. His
delivery is impeccable, his lines are
juicily hysterical, and Young makes a
real character out of him despite the fact
that he has all the typical funny lines
common to gay male leading roles.
Young’s performance alone makes the
play worth seeing.
Cleage’s writing is funny and witty,
but with the start of the second act it feels
like atotally different play, changing the
theme and tone of the first act. Angel’s
character seems to have been altered
during the intermission, from a strong,
down-but-not-out

woman

Oo

becomes apparent that Cleage is dealing
with current social issues. A little at a
time the audience begins to pick up a
unifying theme running through the

Admirably, Cleage does not try to
resolve these troublesome issues for the

play. Leland, a widower, had a “frail”

and duty to the self and to the community
open to interpretation. The play lets “the

wife whose main goal was “to be fruitful and

Even though it takes some time, it

multiply,”

but

she

unfortu-

nately died in childbirth along with
the stillborn child. Angel had an earlier abortion which Sam performed
willingly because the father was an
Italian gangster. But when she becomes pregnant with Leland’s child,
Sam has a different attitude. Delia
begins to wonder whether she is “hurting the race” by giving black women
control over their bodies.

audience, but rather leaves the issues of
birth control, abortion, sexual freedom

good times roll” in the first act, but lets

the melodramaunapologetically
run away
with itself in the second. The clichés are
all there, but the actors manage, against
the odds, to do a good job of bringing
some fresh life into them.
“Blues for An Alabama Sky,” written
by Pearl Cleage and directed by Kenny
Leon is currently playing at Arena
Stage’s Kreeger Theater through Nov.
3. For tickets ($23) call (202) 488-3300.

Red House Painters
By Daniel Woolpert
Specialto The HOYA

The mystery surrounding
“Songs Fora Blue Guitar” begins
with the fact that only person
listed as a true member of the Red House

SEICE EEN
EF

FF

RU

Painters is Mark Kozelek, who is credited

with writing most of the band’s songs.
Kozelek happens to be the producer as
well. The first track, “Have You Forgot-

ten,” does more to strengthen the suspicion that this is a one-man-show, with the

only components of the song being arichsounding acoustic guitar accompanied by
a gentle voice. After this pleasant musical
introduction, a slightly distorted guitartone comes in to start the title track for the
album, and all the elements of arock band
appear to be present — drums, bass, gui-

drummer, the town’s only beatnik and

their early days, find a manager working
out of a Winnebago who miraculously
puts their record on the radio as promised.
But once the Wonders become so successful that they can start touring the manager
gives them up— no questions asked—to
the stewardship of Mr. White (Tom
Hanks), abig shot from Play-ToneRecords.
The band’s original manager is not only a

Courtesy.of Arena Stage *

Deidrie Henry is Delia Patterson and Philicia Rashad is A ngel Allen in ‘Sky.’

to a bitter,

WONDERS, from p. 1G
trayal of youthful exuberance. There’s
Jimmy (Jonathan Schaech), the serious
one. He’s the lead singer who always
wants to get into the studio to write some
more material. And then there’s the aforementioned goofball, Lenny, the one character who most approaches hero status
(and for the actor, perhaps star status).
He’s Guy (Tom Everett Scott), the

incoherence ofthe script. The Wonders, in

bd

loathing and shallow shell of a person.
Marguerite Hannah does a good job of
facilitating the transition but this writing
flaw cannot be fixed by the actress.

Hanks’
New Film
A Wonder

a devotee of Del Paxton, fictional jazz
great. He reluctantly joins the Wonders when the original drummer breaks
his arm trying to jump over a parking
meter. He’s an innocent, like Lenny
and the useless bass player, but Tom
Everett Scott imparts a subtle wisdom
and lucidity to the character that makes
the audience depend upon him.
Whereas Lenny sees the Wonders’ meteoric rise as a way to meet chicks and
Jimmy sees their success as an opportunity to build a career as an artist,
Guy revels in their summer of fame but
still knows that he is living a fantasy
that must come to an end.
That the tale is a fantasy for not only the
Wonders but also the audience explains
but by no means excuses some of the

for

audiences catching her performances.
Wright plays the part of Sam, the
disillusioned doctor looking for a second chance, quite well, and Henry ElAmin also puts on agood performance.

tar, and of course, vocals. With no one in

Courtesy of First Look Pictures

One-hit Wonders Tom Hanks, Johnathon Schaech, Liv Tyler, Ethan Embry, Tom Everett Scott and Steve
Zahn

damn nice guy, but he doesn’t even seem
to carethat other people are making money
off the act he discovered.
Another disturbing aspect is the way
that the fantastic, seemingly irreversible
ascent of the Wonders from garage band
to national TV in the course of a month is
shattered in a matter of minutes. White
tells Guy “The Wonders are in breach of
contract. It’s a common tale,” and then

dumps the group off of Play-Tone’s roster. Other rock ’n’ roll movies punish
their characters in the final act for the
corruption and loss of love for the music.
But the fun the Wonders have is so innocent and justifiable that the moral here
seems simply to be that you don’t cross
Tom Hanks.

Yet, in a way, the movie plays with
Hanks’ status as a demi-god anointed by
the media and the powers that be in
Hollywood. As White, Tom Hanks
projects such offhand but genial authority that people can’t help but respect
him. He doesn’t fawn over the Wonders,

yet he makes each player feel special.
White always has a smile and never lets
the situation get out of his control, let-

ting each and every one of his acts know
thatthey look and sound absolutely great
but that if they screw up, they’re going
back to whatever backwater they came
from. One imagines Hanks playing the
same game with the unknown actors
that play the Wonders.
It is a little presumptuous of Hanks to

write, direct, and act in another lesson

movie, on the heels of “Apollo 13” and
its triumph of resourcefulness, “Forrest
Gump” and its embracing of simplemindedness, and “Philadelphia” with its

desperate plea for tolerance. But as the
modern-day Jimmy Stewart, that’s almost his job. What made Jimmy Stewart
bankable — and in the long term, endur-

able was that despite filling the mantle of
the American good guy with a conscience,
he also was in some very good, entertaining movies like*“Mr. Smith Goes to Washington” and “It’s A Wonderful Life.”
Hanks’ past three blockbusters all
entertained while they uplifted. While
the moral is a little stale, as pure enter-

tainment “That Thing You Do!” works.

listed as playing any of these instruments
in the liner notes, the listener begins to
wonder if Mark Kozelek is indeed a one
man band, or at least who these “mystery
members” actually are.
Although this matter remains unresolved for the entire album, the songs
do suffer from an apparent lack of
outside input. For example, the title
track features an excruciating guitar
solo, and the fact that the song contin-

ues for more than twelve minutes detracts from the wonderful verse and
chorus. Mark Kozelek’s rhythm guitar
playing is excellent, which creates an
even greater mystery — why is his
solo playing so horrendous? A case in

Courtesy of Girlie Action

point: Mark Kozelek has apparently
never heard of a) bending a note without
letting the string slip from one’s finger,
b) hitting just one string instead of three,
and c) playing something which adds to
the song, and not something which is a
showcase for one’s (lack of) solo talent.
The rest of the songs also lack consistency. There are a few truly splendid
moments such as the sonic heights
achieved in “Revelation Big Sur,” and

then there are some truly random moments such as the completely unexpected
ending of “All Mixed Up.” Mark Kozelek
is without a doubt a very talented musician with a lovely singing voice but the
album and the “mystery band” could
benefit greatly from a producer outside of
the band to help give the songs clarity,
consistency and, at times, direction.
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VIEWPOINT
More Than

vs

Jess Sadick

i the Sand: : Araf
Blood in
Arafat Puts off ff P Peace

Grades Can Say

HE VIOLENCE THIS WEEK NEAR PALESIGNS CAN BE WINDOWS TO OUR WORLD.

Whether subtle or blunt, the mes-

!

sages they convey can often indi-

®

®

scary. So much

Case in point is the one-man protest

and continued, in earnest, by successive

Old City for archaeologists, tourists, and

demands — for sovereignty in Jerusa-

ponent. TheU.S.responsetotheNetanyahu

opening of Israel’s presumed, not yet con-

being waged by Zachary Tolin (COL 97).

Israeli governments, has yielded the be-

pilgrims alike. The new tunnel exit was

lem, unlimited

for Palestinian

victory was Arctic cold, and this hostility

firmed, nuclear arsenal to the viewing of

Tolinhastoted his “Resist Academic Tyranny” sign throughout campus this semester, demonstrating against what he

ginnings of self-rule for the Palestinians
on lands they can call their own.
Since the Israeli elections in June, talks

usually anticipated by local Arab merchants. Jerusalem’s Muslim authority,
the Waqf, at Israel’sinvitation, hadprevi-

workers in Israel, the immediate release
of all Palestinian prisoners who murdered. Extremes don’t prevent progress.

demonstrated to Israel’s enemies that
ganging up on the new leader was legitimate.

Arab states who themselves possess
enough chemical and biological weapons
toannihilate millions, but onthe unequivo-

claims is a grading system which puts
students at the mercy of professors.

have continued, albeit at a much slower
pace. Could it have been predicted that

Ously visited the area of the proposednew
gate, andlaterreturnedtowitnessthefinal

They may make progress much more
difficult, but no less possible. Violence

For Arafat, however, itis more productive to have problems than solutions, as

cal renunciation of violence — forever.
That should be the world’s concern here.

Tolin’s approach is indicative of an

candidate Netanyahu would ever meet

excavation. There was and isno problem

freezes progress — oratleastitshould.

problems are always seen by the world to

Nottheexittoa2-by-4 tunnel or presumed

ment at the 1991 Madrid Conference

duces undergraduate programs to factories which crank out the most qualified

candidates for law schools, MBA proS

on

a

oi

said os a

the recommitment on Hebron were made

there is one
— the inability of the
Palestinians to face the fact that they don’t
control Jerusalem.
In negotiations, each party is entitled to
their extremes. It is the extremes that are

tried at least twice to whip up unrest as
a means to squeeze concessions from
Israel at a faster pace. Each attempt
failed. Wisely, the bulk of Palestinians
had come torealize tangible gains canbe

for Arafat that’s what counts most. Not
how many young Palestinians are killed or
maimed, nor how many are locked out of
jobs in Israel, but how the tool of violence
can be manipulated for political ends.

week’s violence, still had a pulse. The

expected to repeat that Jerusalem will be

ing more of their youngest for the cause

violence has always served Arafat so well

Palestinians are annoyed only because

the eternal political capital of Israel? Of

of martyrdom. This is a lesson that has

in the past. With the world convincedthat
a quick peace is possible, and the trade-

coursenot. Should Arafatnotbeexpected

eluded Arafat,

10 demand East Jerusalem for the capital

claim to be supporters of the Palestin-

ments

of his future state? Of course not.

ian cause.

Netanyahu insists that settlements clos€Stto Israel’s most populated areas, those
that even the Palestinians never see Israel
having to relinquish, be permitted to ex-

Within 36 hours of
ing, with Arafat-run,
vision broadcasting
that the Israeli move

/ ; ®
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2
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a
selves with their overall grade for the

course.
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it was

unusual.

I

ered physical ideals, but not

responded that the ideal height fof men
wasn’t 7 feet. He retorted that that’s
- because men wanted the women they
Went out with to stand out with an
unusual and attractive characteristic. I

pursuing a

ns Wik

i
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Yet that is how they interpreted

En —

Jess Sadickis a student in the Graduate
Program for Public Policy.
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S ELECTION DAY DRAWS NEAR AND

both Republicans and Demo-

crats vie for every possible
vote,

i
now being
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for safe, long-term
long
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a
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Sesto encourage the start of the negoWhile North Korea's
Pn oless proaiari
Yok beer, frozen. it GonLinNGs me a
and export mice technology. Not
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our

reportedlysold missiletechnologyto Iran,

Goldberg

“spies”; Robert Kim, a computer spe-

merephysicallysiongmen?
Somat In gosine io have
ww Cmidren be i
nh

the South in andpresidentialcan* didate Bob Dole has continued to call
for a national missile defense systemto

the North ... not only to do things that
would destabilize Northeast Asia, but
other regions through exports of ballistic

i

;

Co
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MYTH: Republicanscutneed-based

grants such as the Pell Grant.

combat the threat of North Korea’sbal-

missiles ... is extraordinary.”

agi

on Oct. 3, “relations on the peninsula

gion?
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gathering stuff, But onething

a lof

are at their chilliest since the spring of
1994.” This has many calling for ag-

gressive action against North Korea—

There are many proposals to pursue a
policy of containment with North Korea.

zasior for men fohave stall

action thatis motivated
by misinforma-

doomed to fail.
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Taepo Dong 1 and II. Additionally, it has

Jeremy

Libya and Egypt.
These missiles have a range from between 1,000 to 4,000 km with lousy

— looks, athletic prowess, brains, re-
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be made

doesitalready have the No Dong missile,
but also North Korea is developing the
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Y, 8038:

nuclear side ofthis [framework] hasbeen
going, notonly well, butextremely well.”
The North has been fully cooperating in
the Iovaning of i en a which is

i
rean submarine
has run aground off
South Korea’s coast with over 20
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United States should support the South
Ambassador Gallucci believes that with its negotiations with the North.
thisresponse is prematureand discounts
It is too easy to get caught up with the
the extent to which the people in the harsh rhetoric and gloomy predictions
North are disciplined and used to hardship. Ashe putit, “North Korea willnot
break easily.”
osy:
Despite its problems, North Koreais
still a large military threat. It has a
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New South, because it’s so filthy.

Jason Perillo, GSB ’99
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The meal plan office — for Munch
Money.
Nitikrai Srwangonsakul, COL ’98

I already live at Marriott.
Olga Joos, FLL 99
Nathan Jezzi, COL 98
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Down and Dirty:
Despite Reputation, Players Insist Rugby Is a Game of Sophistication
RUGBY,

from p. 8

what lies ahead.
“I’m nervous,” Dopp confesses about the next day’s
game.
The Naval Academy, Georgetown’s upcoming opponent, boasts the number four team in the country, and
is the top-ranked team on the east coast. Unlike Georgetown, rugby is a varsity sport at the Naval Academy
and gets full funding from the school. The sport recruits
the biggest, fastest and meanest guys at the academy.
“Big guys. Very physical. They’re in the best shape
of any team we play,” Dopp says.
History does not make Georgetown any more comfortable about tomorrow’s game either. Last year, the
final score was 87-17. The year before that, 95-5. Last

year’s game, played at Navy, was called off in the
second half after a Georgetown player had to be taken
to the hospital, resulting from an injury to his throat.
Other Georgetown injuries that day included a broken
nose, a pulled hamstring, an injury to the knee and, as
always, many bruises. .
Over the past few years, a rivalry has developed
between the two schools.
“Their coach doesn’t like our [fast back, running]
style of play, and our coach doesn’t like their [forward
driving, pack] style of play,” according to Sargent.
“They see us asa private school that thinks we re a little
better than them.”
Year after year, the rivalry does not grow any less
intense, only more competitive.
“Tomorrow’s going to be a real tough game. A lot of
hard hitting. You know Navy’s going to be in it,” Dopp
says. “We’ll be init, too, especially because it’s a home
match. It’ll be real intense.”

——

GAME DAY
Gray skies that threaten rain overhead cannot put a
damper on the spirits of the Georgetown rugby squad.
“Having home field for this is incredible,” Sargent
says. Georgetown, which usually plays its matches
downtown on the Mall, received permission to use a
fieldjust one block north of campus. The players expect
a large crowd.
Twenty minutes before game time, the two squads
each go into their pre-game routine of warm-up laps
and stretches. The Georgetown team takes one lap
around the sidelines. As the players run down a sideline, they pass a circle of Navy players stretching.
Players on each team take conspicuous glances at each

other. Some laughs can be heard.
“Sizing up your opponent,” Dopp would later call it.
“You’re looking to see how big your man is.”
The Navy players are just as the Georgetown players
described the night before: large.
“We’ve pretty much accepted the fact that we’re
goingto getbeatup. They’re big guys and they don’t like
us,” Sargent says.
Attendance at the game is smaller than the players
hoped, but the crowd is, nonetheless, vocal. Two minutes after Navy opens the scoring with its first try, the
most conspicuous spectators arrive on the scene: members of the Georgetown Emergency Response Medical
Service. The fast, hard-hitting pace of the opening
minutes foretells of a busy day for GERMS. The “break
some bones” that could be overheard from the Georgetown pregame huddle, appears to have been taken
literally.
Just 12 minutes into the game, the first casualty
occurs. A tall, broad-shouldered Navy player walks off
the field with his face covered in blood. The cut above
his right eye will keep him out for the remainder of the
game.
Georgetown and Navy exchange earth-shaking hits
throughout the first half. The trash-talk is almost as
abundant.

Navy

dominates

in the scrums,

however.

Locking their shoulders together in unison, they push
towards the Georgetown goal line mercilessly. The
Navy score increases slowly, but steadily.
By halftime, the score rests at 22-8. The first Georgetown try was scored by Ian Speight (SES ’95). It would
also be Georgetown’s last.
The hitting and tackling in the second half remains
hard. The pace, though, has slowed. For the first time,
Georgetown players, along with Navy players, have
difficulty rising to their feet after tackles. The anguish
on Dopp’s face as he rises after being kicked around at
the bottom of a ruck, with legs stomping over anyone
and everything, shows it all. At this point, he is beyond
pain.
With just minutes to go, anger flares up on both sides.

RECUPERATION
The worst part of rugby comes the morning after.
“That’s when you start to feel it all,” said Harald

“H” Kruse (COL ’98). “The muscle pulls, the shots to
the head, the poked eyes that are now purple. You
don’t feel any of it right after the game.”
Though they grow accostomed to it, the pain lingers. This week, it will serve to remind the players of
their game against Navy. Georgetown never did score
in the waning moments of the game. The final score
from the contest was 66-8.
“It’s a deflation of your expectations,” Dopp said.
“I try to figure out what I did wrong.”
“It’s a thing that definitely stays in my mind,” said
Chris Westrick (GSB 98).
- Yet, the Georgetown player finds consolation in his
efforts. Pride goes beyond just the final score.
“By the ‘end, what really mattered was that we
didn’t give up. We gave it back to them as much as
they gave it to us,” Sargent says.
For many, the pain dominates the senses for the
entire day after. Only at the end of the season will it all
go away. They insist it is worth it, though.
“It makes you feel like you accomplished something the day before,” Sargent said. “We don’t get
any glory from it. We’re out there for the love of the
game.”

It’s not quite a free-for-all in the
game of rugby, but down in the
trenches almost anything goes.
Junior Harold “H” Kruse (above)
works to strip the ball free from an
entanglement of arms. By midgame, many players just lean on
each other as aresult of exhaustion.

A Midshipman, infuriated after being kicked, throws a

punch and both sidelines explode with anger. The
moment passes. Both teams appear too tired to fight.
On the Georgetown side, pride has become a factor.
AfteraNavytry and conversion that runs the score to 528, Georgetown only wants to regain some respect.
One last drive. A Georgetown player screams, “Let’s
take this ball and shove it down their throat!”

SENIOR PORTRAITS
Da Vor photography looks forward to photographing you for the 1997 edition of Ye Domesday Booke!

Sittings begin Monday, October 7, in Leavey Center, Room 338.
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ESCAPE OVERNIGHT DATES FALL 1996

~~ Payment due at time of sitting: $45 for portrait and yearbook
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October 4 - 5
October 18 - 19
November 8 - 9
November 15-16

should be made payable to: Georgetown University / YDB).

Sign-ups Sept. 30-Oct. 4 in Red Square.

3 PM Saturday - 5 PM Sunday
October 5 - 6
October 19 - 20
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INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-Earn
up to $25-$45/hour teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background or Asian
languages

required.

For info. call: (206)

971-3570 ext. J53105.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Personal
assistant to Georgetown businessman,
grad orundergrad student, prefer high GPA
and some bookkeeping experience. 24 to

30 hours/week. Fax resume to 202-3429377.
HELP WANTED. Friendly, Out-going, Intelligent people needed. Bar/Night Club
Promotions. Call Glen Sat. or Sun. between

>

1pm & 4pm. 703-525-7786.

SPRING BREAK '97. EARN CASH! HIGHEST COMMISSIONS. TRAVEL FREE
ON... ONLY 13 SALES!!! JAMAICA,
CANCUN, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE.
FREE INFO PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH
1-800-426-7710:
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM.
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
Forinfo call 202-393-7723.
CHILDCARE needed for two wonderful boys,
ages 31/2to 7 1/2, 3:15-7:15 pm M-F. Will
consider job share. Must drive (own car not
required.) $8.00/hour.
**FREE TRIPS & CASH!*** Find out how

hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Sellonly 15trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or
Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS
ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Now! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95 BREAK!
CONSERVATIVE THINK TANK communications department needs college undergrad
as part-time assistantto coordinate newslet-

ter distribution, support promotions, main-

tain database. Good experience plus $5.50/
hour. Send resume, cover letter to Capital
Research Center, Communications, 727 15th
Street N.W., Suite 800, Washington DC,
20005, fax 393-2600. Inquiries call (202)
393-2600.

Denham Springs, LA 70727.
DEADLINE EXTENDED!! Part-time job op-

portunity to work with Buena Vista Pictures
Distribution, part of Walt Disney Studios.
See your career center
for details.

WEBMASTER/RESEARCHER needed to
search the Internet for fund raising/education project. Hassle-free job. Approximately

FOR SALE

10 hours per month, $10 per hour. Must use

yourowncomputerandbe
savvy with Intemet.
Call Schenone Consultants: 202.237.6221.
Seeking highly intelligent part-time INTERN/
ASSISTANT, experienced in office procedures, computer-literate, with excellent or-

ganizational skills; mustbe reliable and capable of handling confidential materials. $78 perhour, 20+ hours/wk. 202-358-5211.

CHILD CARE WANTED for family with one
child, convenient upper NW DC neighborhood. We value experience, enthusiasm,

andagood senseofhumor. Coverage needed
especially during Oct. 7-24; will pay premium wages. Call Marjorie (202) 537-5804.
TEMPORARY POSITIONS - Dec. 6-17.
$15/HR. Alpha-numeric sorting, checking
voter eligibility, ballot counting. Day/evening
shifts. Call (202) 624-3500.
SPECIAL CAMPUS OFFER : FREE
LAPTOPS!!! Earn up to 3k per week giving
away Laptop computers!

Call Kevin at 1-

800-408-8618, ext. 9031.
PAID INTERNSHIP. $7/hr plus Bonus. Fortune 200 co. in litigation support looking for

Seniors to service law firms in downtown
DC. 16-24 hrs/wk. (all day M/W/F or5 after-

noons/wk preferred.) McPherson metro.
Business majors preferred. Call Jeff Tapp at
202-452-8818 or fax 202-452-8585.
BARTENDING. Good times, good pay, flexible hours. 1, 2 week classes. Placement
assistance. On Metro. 703-841-9700.
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopesathome. Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. G2, P.O. Box 1779,

BED-TO-GO & DIAL ADESKareback. Any
size bed set $60-$100. Desks, sofas, and
other furniture. 301-294-4384(directions &
information). 301-699-1778 (phone orders).
Friendly Furniture Company.
NEED INTERNET DISCOUNTS? SEND/
RECIEVE E-MAIL, RENT A COMPUTER,
RESUMESAND COVERLETTERS, TELEPHONE CARDS - $10 AND $20, TERM
PAPERS. REPORTS. STUDENT DISCOUNTS. CALL 483-0798.
NEED INTERNET ACCESS? Send/Receive
E-mail, Rent a Computer, Resumes and
Cover Letters, Telephone Cards - $10 and
$20, Term Papers, Reports. STUDENT DISCOUNTS. Call 483-0798.

Questions? Call 687 - 5419

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT JOB
FAIR
OCTOBER 13, 9:30 AM
To participate in the International Student Job
Fair, at American University on October
31,students MUST attend one Job Fair registration session:
Thurs., Oct. 10, White Gravenor 201A,

5:30-7:30
Wed., Oct. 16, White Gravenor 208A, 5:307:30
Thurs., Oct. 17, White Gravenor 208A,

7:30-9:30
:
Office of International Programs, ICC 307
(202) 687 - 5867

SPEECH
ADOPTION: Loving childless couple wishing to adopt an infant. Willing to pay legal
and medical expenses. Call Pam and

BY DR. CYNTHIA ENLOE

"JUST DO IT'...REALLY? : AFEMINIST
LOOK AT THE WOMEN WHO MAKE YOUR

Sheldon collectat 703-356-9692.
ADOPTION:Loving family wants toadopta
second baby. Will help with legal and medical expenses. Call Martha or Herb at 703-

736-0992.

FUN

FUN

SPRING BREAK '97. Largest selection of
Ski & Spring Break Destinations, including
Cruises! Travel Free, earn Cash, & Year
Round Discounts. Epicurean Tours 1800-231-4-FUN.

Next week, October 8 :
Pane

e cioccolata

Those attending, put your name in a jar to win
dinner for two at an Italian restaurant at the
end of the semester. The more movies you
see, the better your chances!

JON BON JOVI &
RICHIE SAMBORA,
CHAKA KHAN,
THE TONY RICH PROJECT,
PATTI SMITH
SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

12, 8:00 PM

Tix available at the Warner Theater Box
Office and all Ticketmaster locations. Call for

tix : 1-202-432-SEAT or 1-703-573-SEAT

"COMMUNICATIONS UNLEASHED: WHAT'S AT STAKE?
WHO BENEFITS? HOW TO GET
INVOLVED?"
Two-day Conference at
Georgetown University's
Bunn Intercultural Center Auditorium

8:00 AM - 6:00 PM,

October 19-20

ADOPTION

FUN

Sponsored by the Italian Department.
Every Tuesday, 8 - 10 p.m., Lauinger 154.

3 PM Friday -5 PM Saturday

eee
TT —

i

ITALIAN MOVIES (with subtitles)

SNEAKERS"
Reknowned scholar and Clark University
Government Professor, Dr. Cynthia Enloe will
speak on the situation of Korean women
workers in NIKE factories.

OCTOBER

10, 1996, 7:30 PM,
REISS 103

For more information and to register
please contact Computer Professionals for
Social Responsibility (CPSR) at (415) 3223778 or cpsrannmtg@cpsr.org.
Also visit: http://www.cpsr.org/home.html
Conference co-sponsored by the Communication, Culture and Technology program
at Georgetown University (http//
www. georgetown.edu/grad/CCT)
Please feel free to call me with any questions at (202) 687-7941. Thank You.
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Field Hockey

Volleyball

Davis & Elkins
Racked by G’town

It’s Smooth Sailing

For GU Against Navy

HOYA Staff Writer

Coming offatough 2-1 lossto Rutgers
University Sunday, the Georgetown field
hockey regrouped Tuesday, defeating
Davis & Elkins College, 3-1, in Elkins,

‘W. Va.
The Georgetown offense struck first
with an unassisted goal from junior Tara
Mukoarey.

Georgetown

DEVICE NASIR

3

Hows

Davis&
Elkins

retaliated, shooting the ball past sophomore goalie Lori Sousa to tie the game at
one. The Hoyas’ high-powered offense
continued to take many shots on goal in
the first half, but could not put the ball
into the goal.
The second half saw more action from
the Georgetown forwards as their offensive attack finally showed results. Offa
corner from sophomore Beth Doty, junior

HOYA Staff Writer

Lauren Hilsky sailed the ball pastthe Davis
& Elkins’ goalie to make it 2-1 Georgetown. The Hoyas never looked back.
Later in the second half, Mulrooney
finished the game’s scoring off an assist
from Hilsky. That goal put the Hoyas up,
3-1.
For the game, the Hoyas finished with
36 saves and 10 penalty corners. Sousa
had six saves in goal for Georgetown.
The win improved the Hoyas’ record to
5-3 on the year.
Georgetown Head Coach Kim Simons
has credited the Hoyas’ wins this season
to a continued commitment to teamwork
and cooperation.
“We [coaches] preach that when we
winit’sbecause we're playing asateam,”
Simons said. “We utilize the small passing game. We don’t focus on one individual. We support each other.”

With Big East conference play looming
on the horizon, the Georgetown women’s

volleyball team showcased its depth and
experience, handily defeating Navy in
straight games 15-6, 15-8, 15-1, Tuesday
night at McDonough Gym.
Seniors Danielle Stannard and Zahra
Kitson led the team with 13 and 12 kills,

Middies to cut the deficit in half, 12-6.

Georgetown wasabletostave offthecome-

respectively, while freshman Elisa
Davidson contributed three service aces.
“We have good depth in all the positions, which isimportant for our successin
the Big East this year,” said Head Coach

Jolene Nagel.
The Midshipwomen, who entered the
contest with a 5-10 record, were no match

Sunday, the Hoyas will look for their

sixth win of the year, as they battle the
Tigers of Towson State University. The
game begins at noon on Kehoe Field.
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1 UCKer
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Senior Danielle Stannard records one of her team-high 13 kills Tuesday night.

a

By Ann Lawrence

lead, Nagel took advantage ofthe opportunity to move players around to other positions and give underclassmen valuable
matchexperience before embarking onthe
team’s Big East journey.
TheHoyascontinuedtheir
winning ways
in the second game, surging to an impressive 12-1 lead before succumbing to serving and attacking errors, allowing the

forthe Hoyas. Georgetown dominated play
fromthe get-go, setting the tone for the rest
of the match by jumping out to a commanding 9-0 lead in the first game.
“I don’t think Navy played up to their
abilities. They had played tough games
earlier in the year,” Nagel said.
With the Hoyas holding a comfortable

back and close the game, 15-8.

“I was disappointed with the second
game because we seemed to lack focus.
We couldn’t close out the game when we
should have,” Nagel said.
The third game was one of the most
convincing games of the season for the
Hoyas as they steamrolled the Middies,
15-2. Navy committed numerous errors,
allowing the Hoyas to cruise to their 12th
victory of the season. The Hoyas’ overall
record stands at 12-7. The win boosted the
team’s spirits, which had been dampened
by a tough five-game loss to Yale last
Saturday. Georgetown’s first Big East test
will be this Saturday at Notre Dame.
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By John Galbraith
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Kate James

NotA
Game
For All
Fans
t was the first week of school. I was
hanging my clothes in the closet
when I heard a loud string of
expletives coming from my housemate
Jeffster’s room. At first I thought it was
just another instance of him pretending
to be Bob Vila and failing miserably, but
then I remembered, “It’s the Eagles’

stand football.
It’s not for lack of understanding. I
know what a wide receiver does. I know
what a safety is. It’s not a “girl” thing. I
know many women who love football.
Nor is it for lack of exposure. When I
was younger, my father took me to LSU
football games. (Jeffster has tried to
convince me that pro football is superior
to college football in terms of fan
intensity level. My response is that
Jeffster’s never been to Tiger Stadium. It
ain’t called Death Valley for nothin’.)
Actually, it’s more like my father bribed
me with promises of junk food to go to
football games. When my stomach filled
up, around halftime, it was time to leave.
I hate football, and these are the

reasons why.
1) I can’t tell who the players are.
Sure, they have numbers, but they wear
so much protective gear. How am I
supposed to know whether No. 8 is
really Steve Young?
2) Not that basketball doesn’t have
cheerleaders too, but football makes

such a big deal about them. Besides
being incredibly annoying, cheerleading
is a sexist institution.
3) I don’t trust men without necks.
4) Soccer is really football. We
Americans just don’t want to admit it.
5) Football games move way too
slowly. So does baseball, but that’s
during the summer. I can’t work on my
tan in January.
6) That oval-like pointy thing isn’t
really a ball. Balls are round.
7) Football incites its fans to incredible levels of crassness and violence.
Jeffster told me about an Eagles game in
which two fans asked pre-pubescent
girls wearing Cowboys’ shirts if they
wanted “coldcocks in their ears.”
8) Jack Kemp and O.J. Simpson were
both football players.
I was going to list two more reasons
but I’ve decided, just as the show said,

eight is enough.

Bloodsport
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Bumps, Bruises, Breaks ... Just Another Day of Rugby
By Brian Finch
HOY A Staff Writer

Kori Sargent (SFS 98) lay thrown on his
back, clutching his neck.

He

let out a deep

cough and gasped for air. His initial thought
was that he had been leveled by a truck. He was
not far from the truth.
Sargent had run over to assist on a goal-line
tackle, and ended up on the bottom of a three-

man pile of Navy players. In the collision that
occurred, he took an elbow to the throat that

knocked the wind out of him.
“I got hit pretty good. It gave me a lump in the
throat,” Sargent, the junior scrum half and
captain of the Georgetown rugby team, would
later concede.
He stayed on the ground for four minutes,
then slowly rose to his feet. A dazed expression
still covered his face, but he headed up the goal
line to challenge Navy’s conversion attempt.
Georgetown ’s coach had not yet finished check-

ing Sargent’s vital senses. The fact that Navy
scored its seventh try of the game on the play
concerned Sargent more than any injury he
incurred.
“Last year when we played these guys the
same thing happened,” Sargent later said. “Except last year, the guy had to go to the hospital
and they called the game after that.”
Just seconds later, Sargent was back in the
middle of the violent action, both throwing and
taking his share of punishment.
The score at this point, just 10 minutes into
the second half, was 37-8 Navy. In respect to

winning and losing, the game was already over.
Yet, the Georgetown players continued, and the
play was as intense as it had been in the opening
minutes of the game. Already bruised and battered, they would absorb many more hits like
Sargent’s before this game was over. But they
would also dish out their own share of punishment and pain on the Navy squad.
Ifyou can’t beat them, the players say, at least

b

make them respect you.

“GENTLEMEN”
Rugby is a sport for hooligans
played by gentlemen.
— Scottish proverb
The reputation precedes them: loud, obnoxious, macho savages who drink a lot and never
back down from a confrontation. No one knows
quite from where, or whom, it all originated, but

it has stuck.
“I know it’s a reputation, but I don’t think it’s
really deserved,” Chris Dopp (GSB ’98) says in
defense of his teammates. “Anybody who says
that has never met the majority of us.”
The stereotype is difficult to shake, though,

especially when the game these athletes play
many times resembles an 80-minute, drag-itout brawl rather than a sport.

>

“Elegant violence” is how the players refer to
rugby. It takes a certain amount of “sophistication,” they say, to truly appreciate it as a sport.
In their defense, the players claim that other
contact sports such as football, which uses
protective equipment, have the same, if not
higher, rate of injury as rugby.
“It’s really not as bad as everyone thinks,”
says Andrew Murray (COL 98). His argument
fails to be convincing, however. After his com-

ment, Murray boastfully displays a large bite
mark left on his leg from the previous week’s
game.

ANTICIPATION
It is a quiet evening for members of the
Georgetown rugby A-side squad. The night
before a game usually is. This night, however,
is more tranquil than usual. The players know
See RUGBY, p. 7
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bowling and auto racing, which I don’t
consider real sports, and football. I can’t

Ellen Gstalder/The HOYA

Crew

Women’s Eight Races to First at Head of the Potomac
By Kate James
HOY A Staff Writer

The Georgetown women’s crew team
made history Saturday in its season
opener, as it captured the open eight for
the firsttime at the Head of the Potomac
regatta. In addition, the “B” and “C”

boats took fourth and fifth respectively.
“It’s the first time in history that I
can recall that we’ve gotten first in the
Head of the Potomac,” said Women’s
Coach Bebe Bryans.

Because the 5,000 meter race has

staggered starts, the women were initially unaware thattheirtime of 15:57.4
was the fastest of the day and were
unhappy at the time with their performance, according to Bryans. “They’ve
rowed better in practice, so they had
some weak spots in the piece,” she
said, “but we’ll take it.”
The boat, coxed by senior Alyssa
Franklin,

consisted

dent Allison

of graduate

Breault,

seniors

stu-

Liz

Picanso, Karen Rancourt and Colleen

Corcoran, juniors Kirsten Catanzano
and Sally Martindale and sophomores
Caroline Dilgard and Sarah Mosker.
Immediately after competing in the
eights, the “C” boat divided themselvesinto fourstotake sixth and eighth
in that competition.
Bryans said she felt they rowed better inthe second race. “They were able
to learn from their mistakes, and even

though they were tired, they were much
happier with their performance,” she
said.

he said. “We started later because this

On the men’s side, the two heavyweight boats placed fifth and 14th.
Frequent rival Navy finished first. The
fifth place boat was coxed by senior
Andy Jost with classmate Mike
Altman at stroke. Seniors Mark Hale

NCAA rules.”
However, Johnson said he was not
concerned about the loss because it
was early in the season and the bigger

and Dave

Foley, juniors Phil Tate,

regattas, like the Head of the Charles

Mike Kelley, Jim Oehmke and Martin
Epson, and sophomore Tom Murphy
made up the rest of the lineup.
Head Coach Tony Johnson attributed the Hoyas finish to an inability to
practice. “We lost time with the flood,”

and the Princeton Chase, were yet to
come.

was the first year we had to follow

In the men’s fours, coxswain Jost

led Altman Kelley, Tate and Murphy
to fourth place. Other Hoya boats finished eighth and 15th.
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season opener.”
Jeffster is a football fanatic. He drives
to Philadelphia to see “his team.” He
dyes his hair green. He believes his
presence affects whether the Eagles win.
I just don’t get it.
I devote a large amount of my time to
sports — covering sports, reading sports,
editing sports, playing sports, walking
and talking sports. I’ll watch just about
any sporting event on TV except for

